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During my postgraduate studies my research focused on the simulation of mat-
ter on the microscopic scale. Understanding the behaviour of materials on the
atomic scale is fundamental to modern science and technology, because many
properties and phenomena are ultimately controlled by the details of the atom-
istic processes. Such knowledge opens the door for designing new molecules,
materials and processes. Research involving atomistic simulation has been
growing rapidly, currently there are over 25,000 scientific articles published per
year in this field1. The fact that many of the largest supercomputers in the
world are dedicated to atomistic simulations in connection with drug develop-
ment and other protein research is a testament to the strategic importance of
the area.
Making experimentally relevant predictions from atomistic simulations is
a highly nontrivial task because of the wide range of time and length scales:
atomic motions are on the scale of femtoseconds (10−15 s) and nanometers
(10−9 m) while typical experimental measurements access microseconds (10−6 s)
micrometers (10−6 m). To directly bridge this gap would require the treatment
of a billion atoms for a billion time steps, which far exceeds currently available
computational power. To circumvent this fundamental problem, a variety of
well-established methods exist that sample the relevant atomic configurations
and make predictions based on averaged quantities. These techniques are con-
ditional upon the sampling procedure working well, which is the case when
all the relevant configurations are easily obtainable from one another. During
my studies so far, I employed several such methods to study the structure of
liquids, the adsorption of particles at interfaces and aggregation of biologically
relevant compounds.
Colloid systems are difficult to study experimentally because their physical
properties are very sensitive to external conditions such as temperature, com-
position or contaminants, and in most cases only indirect measurements can
be performed. The interpretation of experiments often relies on assumptions
and models, thus computer simulation provides important details which enable
us to explain the results and extend our knowledge of colloid systems. I have
decided to organise my thesis around the projects related to colloid chemistry,
namely, interfaces and aggregation behaviour of amphipathic molecules.
We developed a new method for identifying the truly interfacial molecules,
and determining the surface roughness. We applied the method for the liq-
uid/vapour interface of water, water-methanol and water-acetonitrile mixtures
and for the liquid/liquid interface of the water/carbon-tetrachloride system.
1Estimated by searching for occurrences of related keywords in abstracts in year 2007,
using the leading scientific search engine, http://isiknowledge.com/.
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The method provided the possibility to analyse the orientational properties in
detail and study the dynamical properties, the hydrogen bonding network, and
in case of the mixtures, the adsorption and aggregation of solute molecules.
We studied the aggregation of bile salt molecules, which play an important
role in the living cell. The amphipathic properties of bile salt molecules can
be attributed to their unusual structure. We studied the role of the hydro-
gen bonds and apolar interactions in the micelle formation, we analysed the
morphological and dynamical properties. Finally we computed the ratio of
counterion binding.
The thesis is organised as follows. In chapter 2 I give a brief introduction to
computer simulation techniques including some of the methods used during the
analyses. In chapter 3 I present our new method for studying the structure of
interfaces and the results obtained. In the last chapter (chapter 4) the analyses
of the aqueous solutions of bile salts are presented.
2 Computer simulation methods
In computer simulations, we intend to describe reality as closely as possible. In
real systems particles are constantly moving and interacting with each other, so
the obvious way of atomistic simulations is following the movement of particles
in time. The thermodynamic properties we are interested in are funcion of the
positions (q) and momenta (p) of the particles, therefore the observed values






If the examined system is ergodic – all accessible microstates are equally prob-
able over a long period of time – and we interested in position dependent








where P is the probability of the microstate.
In atomistic simualtions the most commonly used methods are the Monte
Carlo (MC) and the molecular dynamics simulation (MD) [1].
In a molecular dynamics simulation the movement of the particles are de-
scribed by the Newtonian laws of motion. As the exact solution cannot be
evaluated explicily for more than two particles, the equations are solved nu-
merically. The trajectory is calculated in intervals (usually about 0.5–2 fs)
and macroscopic properties are calculated along the simulation as time aver-
ages. During a Monte Carlo simulation, unlike the molecular dynamics, the
configurations are generated randomly, without calculating the forces.
The difference between the two methods can be summarized as the follow-
ing: while the MD follows a trajectory of a single system in time, the MC
method generates the snapshot of several different states of the system at one
time. Illustrating the above, MD follows the properties of a glass of water for
a long time, while MC method takes a snapshot of several glasses of water at
one moment.
The first Monte Carlo computer simulation study was performed by Metropo-
lis and co-workers in 1953 [2], studying a two dimensional hard disk model
system. The first molecular dynamics simulation was carried out a few years
later by Alder and Wainwright on a similarly simple system [3]. During the last
decades, as computational facilities improved, computer simulation became a
widely used method for studying a great variety of systems. As during the
studies presented in this thesis molecular dynamics was used, I present this
method briefly in the next section.
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2.1 Molecular dynamics
A microscopic state of a system of N particles can be specified in terms of
the coordinates q = (q1,q2, ...,qN ) and momenta p = (p1,p2, ...,pN ) of the
particles. In classical description, the Hamiltonian H of the system can be
expressed as the sum of the kinetic K and potential V energy functions,
H(q,p) = K(p) + V (q). (2.3)
























v3(qi,qj ,qk) + ... +
+
∑
vN (q1,q2, ...,qN ). (2.5)
The first summation of the equation describes the effect of an external potential,
while the second term sums the pair interactions of all possible particle pairs;
this term only depends on the pair distances. The third term (v3) contains the
additional energy of particle triplets. Obviously the list have to be continued
until the final term, which includes the interaction of all the N particles not
included in the previous sums.
In a molecular dynamics simulation the classical equation of motion has to
be solved, which can be written as the Lagrangian equation
d
dt
(∂L/∂q̇k) − (∂L/∂qk) = 0, (2.6)
where the Lagrangian function L(q̇,q) is defined as L = K+V and is considered
to be a function of the generalized coordinates qk and its time derivatives
q̇k. With using the equations 2.4 and 2.5, and Cartesian coordinates r, the
Lagrangian equation can be written in the well known form of
fi = mir̈i, (2.7)
where fi is the force on atom i. Thus, for Cartesian coordinates the Hamilton’s
equations become
ṙi = pi/mi (2.8)
ṗi = fi. (2.9)
Many methods were introduced to solve these equations, in all of them the
simulation proceeds iteratively by alternatively calculating forces and solving
the equations of motion based on the accelerations obtained from the new
forces. For example in the Verlet algorithm the eq 2.7 is solved directly [4].
First, writing the Taylor expansion of vector coordinates
ri(t + Δt) = ri(t) + Δtṙi(t) +
(Δt)2
2!
r̈i(t) + ... (2.10)
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ri(t − Δt) = ri(t) − Δtṙi(t) + (Δt)
2
2!
r̈i(t) − ... (2.11)
and adding them up (excluding the higher order terms) and transforming the
second derivatives, we obtain the following equation,






where Fij is the force of particle i acting on particle j. Thus, it can be seen
that for calculating the coordinates in the next step just the present and the
previous coordinates r(t) and r(t − Δt) are needed, respectively, besides the
accelerations. It is fundamental to chose an appropriate time step length Δt,
which has to be in the same order of magnitude as the time scale of the studied
particle motions; in molecular systems the value of Δt is around 0.5 − 2 fs.
To calculate the energy of the system, we have to know the potential energy
function described by the equation 2.5. To our best knowledge, the ultimate
solution comes from solving the Schrödinger equation, though it is not possible
to perform such calculations for larger systems (more than 200 atoms) with
our current computer facilities. Most often analytical functions which are ap-
proximations of the solution of the Schrödinger equation are used. In case of








The simplest pair potential is the hard sphere potential, in which case
there is no interaction between two particles until they are further from each
other than a distance r, where an infinite repulsion appears between them.
Other similar pair potentials exist with a simple attraction part, such as a
constant or a linearly changing attraction at a distance range (e.g. square-
well potential). However these potentials are very simple, they are capable
of reproducing some basic properties of real systems, such as the solid-fluid
phase transition. Clearly, for studying realistic systems a more detailed and
continuously changing pair potential function is needed. The most widely used










where σ and ε are parameters, describing the “size” of the particle and the
“strength” of the attraction, respectively. Different interaction sites (i.e. dif-
ferent atoms) may have different potential parameters, this case the Lennard-








In case of charged particles, or partial charges, the electrostatic part of the







where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, qA and qB are the charges of the interac-
tion sites A and B.
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2.2 Technical details of simulations
In this section I would like to give some technical details and properties of a
computer simulation, to demonstrate how to perform a classical simulation on
a molecular system in equilibrium.
As a first step, we have to generate a configuration as the initial state of the
simulation, i.e. N particles have to be placed in the simulation cell. Usually
that means random placement, but it can also be a crystalline structure, or
– in order to avoid errors attributed to numerical instabilities due to large
initial repulsions – an existing equilibrium structure (at least e.g. the solvent
molecules) can be used. In case of MD simulations, the initial velocities are set
randomly according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
In the first part of the simulation, different properties (e.g. volume) change
rapidly, and the energy decreases. This transient part is called the equilibra-
tion period. After performing a long enough simulation, i.e. performing enough
simulation steps, the different properties as well as the energy start to fluctu-
ate around a given value, the system reached the equilibrium. The following
part of the simulation is called the production part, where the collection of
configurations and calculation of observables can be started.
Unfortunately, the capacity of computers does not allow us to use an ar-
bitrary number of particles. Even nowadays with more powerful computers,
although several millions of atoms can be simulated, it is still a problem that
too many particles are at the surface of the simulation box, strongly influencing
the simulation results with surface effects. To emphasize this problem, in case
of 20000 atoms in a cubic simulation cell nearly 20% of the atoms are at the
surface. To solve this problem, periodic boundary conditions are used. This
means that the simulation cell is replicated to every direction of space, thus it
is surrounded by its own images producing an infinite lattice. Although this
technique introduces an arbitrary periodicity to the system, it eliminates the
surfaces. For this purpose, the shape of the simulation box has to be capable to
fill the space without overlaps and gaps. The most standard shape is the cubic,
rectangular or rhombic prism, but for specific purposes, rhombic dodecahedron
or truncated octahedron can be also used. The usage of the periodic boundary
conditions are the same in every case, thus I demonstrate the calculation in
the simplest cubic case.
The basis of the method is that the particles are moving the same way in
the image boxes as in the central one, thus if one of the particles leaves the
simulation box at one side, it enters the neighbour image box, and at the mean
time the image of this particle enters the central cell at the opposite side. This
effect is visualized on Figure 2.1 in a two dimensional case, when the shaded
particle is moving. It can be seen that given two particles, the distance between
their nearest two images is always smaller then the half box length. Thus,
to calculate the potential energy contribution of this particle, those particles
(or images) are counted which are within the simulation box (or because of
technical reasons within a sphere inside the box) centred on this particle. This
approximation, when just the nearest images of the particles are taken into
account during the calculation, is called the minimum image convention, and
the distance within the interactions are calculated is the cut-off distance, Rcut.
In terms of the minimum image convention, all the interactions are calcu-
lated within a region. However, the largest contribution to potential and forces
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Figure 2.1: Central simulation cell, marked by green and its images, drawn
in black. The arrows show the movement of the shaded particle, leaving the
central simulation cell. The red circle demonstrate the interaction region of
this particle.
comes from the neighbours close to the particle of interest, disregarding the
long-range part of the interactions may cause an error. In case of Lennard-
Jones interaction this error is not substantial (however it can be easily cor-
rected), as the function goes to zero fast, but in case of Coulomb interactions,
the potential has a long, slowly decaying tail. Thus, ignoring the electrostatic
interactions farther than the cut-off value causes a substantial error. In order to
avoid this, several correction methods were developed, from which the reaction
field correction [5, 6] and the Ewald summations [7] are the most commonly
used. In the reaction field correction it is assumed that any given molecule
is surrounded by a spherical cavity of finite radius (Rcut), within which the
electrostatic interactions are calculated explicitly. Outside the cavity the sys-
tem is treated as a dielectric continuum. The Ewald summation is a special
case of the Poisson summation formula, replacing the summation of interac-
tion energies in real space with an equivalent summation in Fourier space. The
advantage of this approach is the rapid convergence of the Fourier-space sum-
mation compared to its real-space equivalent when the real-space interactions
are long-range.
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2.3 Methods used during the analyses
2.3.1 Radial distribution function
In computational mechanics and statistical mechanics, a radial distribution
function (also referred as pair correlation function), g(r), describes how the






The radial distribution function is of fundamental importance, because it
is directly accessible experimentally, via neutron scattering or X-ray diffrac-
tion. If the interactions between particles are characterised by pair potentials,
macroscopic thermodynamic properties (e.g. pressure or compressibility) can
be calculated by using it. Thus, g(r) provides a way to compare experimental
and computational structural information.
2.3.2 Voronoi analyses
In mathematics, a Voronoi diagram, named after Gregory Voronoi – also called
a Voronoi tessellation or Voronoi decomposition –, is a special kind of decom-
position of a metric space determined by distances to a specified discrete set
of objects in the space [8]. The definition of Voronoi cells is the following. If,
a (topologically) discrete set of points S is given in Euclidean space, which are
the Voronoi sites, then each site S has a Voronoi cell, V (S) consisting of all
points closer to S than to any other site. The determination of Voronoi cells is
demonstrated on Figure 2.2, in case of a couple of random points in a plane.
That part of the plane which corresponds to a given point can be determined
by drawing the perpendicular bisectors between every two points, which results
a polygon around every single point. These polygons are the Voronoi cells, and
it can be proved that these polygons are always convex. Clearly, the Voronoi
method can be used in three dimensions as well, thus the Voronoi polyhedra
can be determined for points in 3D space, by determining the perpendicular
bisector planes between them.
As in an atomistic system the atoms can be represented by points, the
Voronoi algorithm can be used in these cases. As the method is capable to
determine the space volumes corresponding to every atom, it provides a wide
application range in the field of chemistry [9, 10]. For example, it is used to
define neighbours (atoms sharing a bisector plane), describe the local structure
of atoms or even within a molecule, or determine voids in the system (with the
vertices of the Voronoi polyhedra, which are in the middle of the empty space
between the atoms, as it comes obviously from the definition of the method).
In the thesis I present our work on studying the structure of interfaces,
where we used the Voronoi algorithm to analyse the aggregation of molecules,
as illustrated in Figure 2.3. If a set of points are homogeneously distributed
in the plane, their Voronoi cells will be similar both in shape and size as it
can be seen in Figure 2.3a. However, if we determine the Voronoi cells of just
one component – in this example just for the grey points in the figure – which
points are not homogeneously distributed in the plane, the resulted polygons
become highly aspherical, and there will be big differences between their sizes
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of determining the Voronoi cells for a set of random
points on a plane. The first panel shows the points, the second panel demon-
strates the determination of the perpendicular bisectors between points in a
case of a chosen point, and the third panel shows all the Voronoi polygons
determined for all points.
(Figure 2.3b). Hence, with calculating the size or “shape” distribution of the
Voronoi cells of the particles, the homogeneity or heterogeneity of the system
can be studied: if it is homogeneous, than these distributions are symmetric,
and usually having a Gaussian-like shape, while if it is heterogeneous, these
distributions become asymmetrical, with having a long, usually exponentially
decaying tail [11].
2.3.3 Percolation transition
Percolation threshold is a mathematical term related to percolation theory,
which is the formation of long-range connectivity in random systems. The per-
colation threshold is the critical value where infinite connectivity first occurs.
However, this term can be used in chemistry and physics in many aspects, in
computer simulations it usually means the threshold where an infinite network
of bonds is formed. Obviously, in computer simulations we cannot talk about
“real” infinite networks, as both the number of atoms used and the available
space (our simulation box) is finite. For this reason, we have to define a thresh-
old where our finite system can be regarded to be a percolating one.
The percolation threshold can be characterized in various ways. In col-
laboration with Brovchenko and Oleinikova, we studied the percolation of the
hydrogen-bonding network of water under different conditions and studied the
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of using the Voronoi diagram for determining hetero-
geneity. Panel (a) shows the Voronoi polygons determined for the entire system,
panel (b) demonstrates the Voronoi cells of the grey points (the edges of the
Voronoi cells are shown by grey line)
validity of different percolation threshold definitions [12, 13]. Although these
results were obtained during my PhD studies, I decided not to include them
in details in my present thesis as they are not strictly connected to colloid
chemistry. Nevertheless, as we studied the percolation of hydrogen bonds at
interfaces, I briefly summarize a few of the possible definitions of the percola-
tion threshold.
Calculating the spanning probability is one of the easiest way of determining
if our system is above the percolation threshold or not. Thus, the percolation
transition can be detected through the critical probability of finding a cluster
that spans the system, as the threshold is located at the point where the span-
ning probability values calculated in systems of different size become equal to
each other. It was found that in three dimensional aqueous systems this critical
probability is 0.95 [12, 14], in other words, the systems is percolating, if in 95%
of the configurations a large enough cluster, i.e., which spans the simulation
box from one side to the other, can be found.
Alternatively, percolation can be monitored by the cluster size distribution
function P (n), where size of a cluster is characterized by the number of the
water molecules belonging to it, n. At the percolation threshold P (n) obeys a
power law
P (n) ∼ n−τ (2.18)
with the universal exponent τ = 2.19 in three dimensional case and τ = 2.05
in two dimensions [15, 16]. In percolating systems the cluster size distribution
exceeds this predicted function at large cluster size values, and drops below it
before this peak, at intermediate cluster sizes.
Since the largest cluster of the system is a fractal object above the percola-
tion threshold, and no objects with the fractal dimension lower than 2.53 can
be infinite in the three dimensional space [17], the true percolation threshold
is located where the fractal dimension df of the largest cluster in the system
reaches the critical value of 2.53. The fractal dimension df of the largest cluster
can be evaluated by fitting the cumulative radial distribution of its molecules
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as
m(r) ∼ rdf (2.19)
where m(r) is the number of molecules that belong to the largest cluster and
are located closer than the distance r from a given molecule of this cluster. We
have recently demonstrated that the three dimensional percolation threshold,
i.e., where a truly infinite cluster appears in the system, can be detected in this
way [12].
Figure 2.4: Illustration of (a) non-percolating clusters in two dimensions, and
(b) a configuartion where a cluster (marked by red) spans over the simulation
box in one dimension.







passes through a maximum in finite systems just below the percolation thresh-
old, if the largest cluster of the system is excluded from the sums of eq 2.20 [15].
Contrary to the first three methods, the percolation threshold obviously can-
not be accurately located through the cluster size weight average; only a lower




The various properties of the interfaces between two fluid phases have been in
the focus of intensive physicochemical investigations for a long time. However,
a molecular level understanding of the processes occurring at such interfaces
had been hindered for a long while by the lack of experimental methods that
can distinguish between interfacial and bulk phase molecules. Later, the de-
velopment of appropriate experimental techniques that can selectively probe
interfacial molecules (e.g., various nonlinear spectroscopy methods, such as
sum frequency generation and second harmonic generation spectroscopy, X-
ray, and neutron reflectometry, etc.) led to the rapid increase of the number
of studies targeting such interfaces [18–26]. Further, experimental investiga-
tions have been complemented by computer simulation studies, which provide
an atomistic level insight to a model of the system of interest. The rapid
and continuous increase of the available computing capacities enabled com-
puter simulation methods to be meaningfully applied for the investigation of
liquid/liquid and liquid/vapour interfaces in the past two decades [27–57].
Although the main power of the computer simulation methods is to provide
a model of atomistic level resolution of the system studied, this ability of the
simulations leads also to several difficulties. One of these difficulties is that
the exact determination of the interface is a non-trivial task in an atomistic
resolution picture. To define the exact location of the interface in a simulation,
one has to decide for each molecule whether it is right at the interface or not.
Instead, the simplest way of describing the surface is determining the density
profile of the major component of one of the two phases along the surface
normal axis. This basic function can also be related to the fundamental theory
of the interfacial structure, i.e., the capillary wave theory [34, 58, 59]. However,
using the density profile one can only detect the region of the interface, not the
full list of molecules that are exactly at the boundary of the two phases. Thus,
in a number of studies the interfacial region is thought to be the layer within
which the density of the molecules considered drops from 90 to 10% of its
bulk phase value [32, 33, 35, 40, 53, 54]. Another possible way of defining the
region of the interface is to determine the average orientation of the molecules
along the interface normal axis, and thus the region within which this average
orientation shows correlation with the interface can be detected [27, 31, 39,
43, 49]. A more sophisticated method divides the simulation box to several
slabs perpendicular to the interface, and determines the region of the interface
in these slabs separately [27, 29, 30, 38, 44, 45]. Tarazona and co-workers
proposed to describe the intrinsic surface through the Fourier components of
13
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the density profile, in order to avoid the artificial increase of the interfacial
width due to the capillary waves [47, 55]. Nevertheless, all these methods are
based on averaging the density within slices of the simulation box that are
parallel with the interface (or, at least, within certain parts of these slices),
and therefore they can misidentify molecules surrounded by other molecules of
the same type as interfacial ones, and, conversely, they can also erroneously
mark molecules located at the boundary of the two phases as bulk phase ones.
In other words, none of these methods can account for the molecular level
roughness of the interface; instead, they disregard the effect of this roughness
by the averaging. This can lead to the loss of some information about the
properties of the interface, since not always the truly interfacial molecules are
taken into account in the various analyses.
The accurate detection of the truly interfacial molecules in a simulation
can lead to several important applications. Thus, for instance, the roughness
of the liquid surface is not only interesting per se, but it is related to a set
of other physical properties. For example, Wirth and co-workers showed by
time-dependent fluorescent spectroscopic measurements of water/alkane sys-
tems that the rotational re-orientational time of the surface molecules correlates
with the roughness of the surface [60, 61], although these results have also been
challenged by some other authors [51]. The orientational preferences of the wa-
ter molecules at water/apolar interfaces were found to depend on how far they
are located from the bulk phase along the interface normal axis [43, 48, 49].
Although these orientational preferences are probably determined by the local
curvature of the surface [62] rather than the position of the molecules along the
interface normal axis, a meaningful analysis of this problem would also require
an unambiguous detection of the truly interfacial molecules. Similarly, knowing
the full list of the truly interfacial molecules would be inevitable to investigate
the clustering of the molecules at the interface. Thus, for instance, the hy-
drogen bonding properties of water have been widely studied at the interface
of various apolar phases, leading to the general conclusion that these hydro-
gen bonds become stronger and live longer at the vicinity of such interfaces
than in bulk liquid water [41, 50, 56]. However, the analysis of the hydrogen
bonded water clusters at interfaces can again be performed correctly only if
the interfacial water molecules are unambiguously identified.
3.2 Our new method for determining the surface
3.2.1 Identifying the Truly Interfacial Molecules (ITIM)
The proposed method of identifying the truly interfacial molecules (referred to
as ITIM throughout this chapter) is based on moving fictitious probe spheres
of a given radius along straight lines that are perpendicular to the interface,
starting from a given phase. Once this fictitious probe sphere hits a molecule
of the other phase, it is stopped, and the molecule that stopped it is regarded
as interfacial. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1, on the example of
the water surface. When this procedure is repeated along a large enough set of
lines, all the interfacial molecules are detected, and the surface is approximated
by the full set of the intersection points of the probe spheres with the test lines
along which they are moved, at the position where the probe spheres were
stopped (see Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the method of detecting the truly interfacial mole-
cules in the ITIM analysis, on the example of a water surface. (a) The dotted
vertical lines are the test lines along which the probe sphere is moved. The ar-
rows show the move of the probe spheres. (b) The molecules that stopped the
probe sphere are identified as truly interfacial ones. The interface is estimated
by the intersection points of the probe spheres and grid lines at the position
where the probe spheres are stopped.
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To successfully apply such an analysis, several technical points have to
be clarified. Probably the most important of these technical questions is the
choice of the radius of the used fictitious probe sphere, Rps. This value is a free
parameter, the choice of which evidently influences the final list of interfacial
molecules. However, this free parameter is inherent in the definition of any
surface covering a discrete assembly of objects, such as the surface of a phase
that is seen in molecular resolution. Thus, in the limiting case of Rps being zero
even all the molecules of the phase considered might be marked as interfacial,
whereas in the case when Rps approaches infinity the number of the interfacial
molecules detected this way is only 1 (i.e., the one that lays farthest from the
bulk phase along the interface normal axis). Nevertheless, there is certainly a
physically sensible range of the Rps values that can be meaningfully used in
such an analysis, and one can expect that the list of the interfacial molecules
depends only rather weakly on Rps within this range of possible values. Since
this range can vary from system to system, the proper choice of Rps has to be
made separately for each system of interest. However, any physically reasonable
choice of Rps implies that it is in the same order of magnitude than the size of
the particles constituting the phase considered. The effect of the probe sphere
radius on the surface determination is illustrated in Figure 3.2. This point is
addressed in detail in section 3.2.2.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the effect of the probe sphere radius on the iden-
tification of the interfacial molecules and on the surface determination. The
upper part of the figure shows the same water configuration with three differ-
ent probe spheres of the radii Rps = 0.5 Å (left), Rps = 2.0 Å (middle), and
Rps = 10 Å (right). The molecules that are not identified as interfacial ones
with a given probe sphere are plotted in lighter colours. The lower part of the
figure shows the contour of the surfaces detected this way. The arrows on the
lower middle panel show the direction of the lateral and the normal distances.
Another technical point is the arrangement and density of the test lines
along which the probe sphere is moved (or, equivalently, that of the test points
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in the plane of the interface through which these test lines go). These points
can either be generated randomly or along a grid, but any meaningful scanning
of the surface requires that the neighbouring test points should be considerably
closer to each other than the radius of the probe sphere. The final choice of
the test points (test lines) used should be a compromise between the precision
of the calculation and the required computing capacity. Further, since the
move of the probe sphere along a test line is stopped when it touches an atom
belonging to the phase considered, the radius of each possible atom has to be
defined. Although there is again no unique choice for the atomic radii values,
a physically sensible decision could be the use of either the van der Waals radii
or the half of the Lennard-Jones distance parameter σ of the atoms (the latter
only in the case when the non-Coulombic part of the interatomic interactions
is described by a Lennard-Jones potential).
From its basic principles the method can easily be extended to identify also
the molecules forming the consecutive layers beneath the surface in a straight-
forward way. After identifying the surface layer, its molecules can be removed
from the system, and repeating the whole ITIM procedure, the molecules of
the second layer beyond the surface can be identified. This gives us the possi-
bility to analyse the surface properties in detail and measure the influence of
the presence of the surface layer. A sample configuration of the first two layers
in the liquid/vapour interface of water is shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Snapshot from an instantaneous run of the liquid/vapour interface
of water. The first two layers of the molecules are shown; the oxygen atoms
of the molecules belonging to the first and second surface layer are coloured to
red and blue, respectively. The hydrogen atoms are grey.
Finally, it should be noted that the computationally efficient way of doing
this procedure is to go over all the molecules, and for each molecule determine
if there are test lines along which the probe sphere is stopped by the given
molecule, rather than going over all the test lines, and determine for each of
them which is the molecule that stops the probe sphere, because the number
of test lines is probably much larger than the number of the molecules to be
considered. A further speed-up of the algorithm can be obtained by doing a
preliminary filtering of the molecules, excluding those ones from the procedure
that are located far enough from the interface. Such a preliminary filtering can
be done, for instance, using the density profiles of the molecules.
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3.2.2 Characterizing the roughness of the surface
Obviously, any possible characterization of the surface roughness in a molecular
resolution requires the identification of all the interfacial molecules. However,
even if the full list of the interfacial molecules is known, the quantification
of the surface roughness is far from being a trivial task. These difficulties
are partly originated in the fact that, although the concept that surfaces can
be characterized by their roughness could be easily understood intuitively, it is
difficult to unambiguously define the exact meaning of the term “surface rough-
ness”. Further, even if the problem is approached intuitively, it is clear that
the roughness of a surface should be characterized by at least two independent
variables, i.e., an amplitude-like and a frequency-like quantity. In other words,
the question of how far are the wells and hills of the surface from each other is
independent of the question of how deep/high they are.
To develop an appropriate measure of the surface roughness, we analysed
the liquid/vapour interface of water using the above method to identify the
interfacial molecules. For this purpose, we performed a molecular dynamics
simulation of 4000 water molecules in a rectangular simulation box. The details
of the simulation are given in section 3.3.1.
To identify the truly interfacial molecules of the system we set a 50×50 grid
along a square lattice in the Y Z plane, and used the test lines parallel with
the X axis that are going through these grid points. The size of the atoms
was estimated by their Lennard-Jones σ parameter. Since the hydrogen atoms
are not Lennard-Jones interaction centres, only the oxygen atoms were taken
into account, with the radius of 1.577 Å. To test the effect of the probe sphere
radius Rps on the possible measure of the surface roughness, the entire analysis
was repeated with 20 different Rps values, ranging from 0.1 to 10.0 Å.
For characterizing the surface roughness one has to establish a relation
between the distance of two surface points in the Y Z plane, l, and the distance
d of these points along the interface normal axis X . The l and d distances
are referred to as the lateral distance and normal distance of the two points,
respectively, throughout this chapter. As a first attempt of characterizing the
roughness of the surface we calculated the two-dimensional distribution P (l, d)
of the probability that two surface points (i.e., the position of two probe spheres
that are stopped along two different test lines because of touching interfacial
molecules) are located at the lateral distance l and at the normal distance d
from each other. The P (l, d) distributions obtained with four different Rps
values are shown in Figure 3.4. Not surprisingly, the larger the lateral distance
of the two surface points is, the larger can be their normal distance, as well.
In other words, the cross sections of the P (l, d) distribution at a given l value
(which is a monovariate distribution of the normal distance d) shifts to higher
d values if the cross section is taken at a larger value of l. However, it is also
seen that whatever is the lateral distance of the two surface points, the most
likely value of their normal distance is zero. This finding simply reflects the fact
that the real surface fluctuates around the Y Z plane of the basic box. Finally,
it is seen that, in accordance with our previous considerations, in the case of
probe spheres that are considerably smaller than a water molecule, e.g., when
Rps = 0.1 Å even very large, 10–15 Å normal distances can occur between two
surface points within the basic box, whereas the increase of the probe sphere
radius leads to the decrease of the largest normal distances of two surface points
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that occur in the system.
Figure 3.4: Bivariate distribution of the probability that two surface points
are located at the lateral distance l and at the normal distance d from each
other, as calculated with four different probe sphere radii at the liquid/vapour
interface of water. Lighter shades of grey indicate higher probabilities.
Although the P (l, d) distribution can thoroughly characterize the structure
of the various ripples of the surface in a statistical sense, the information in-
herent in these maps is not sufficiently compact. In other words, it is rather
difficult to quantify the roughness of a given surface, and hence also to compare
that of different surfaces on the basis of these distributions. Therefore, we also
calculated the mean normal distance d of two surface points as a function of
their lateral distance l. The d(l) curves obtained with eight different probe
sphere radius values are shown in Figure 3.5. As is seen, two characteristi-
cally different parts of the d(l) functions can be distinguished: at small lateral
distances they increase nearly linearly, whereas at large enough l values they
exhibit a nearly constant plateau. Therefore, to characterize these functions we
chose two quantities, the slope ξ of the linearly rising part and the value a to
which they converge with increasing l. Clearly, the value of a is related to the
amplitude of the surface roughness, whereas ξ is the frequency-like parameter.
Therefore, we propose to use these two quantities to briefly characterize the
roughness of surfaces seen at molecular resolution, whereas detailed description
of the surface roughness can be done through the P (l, d) bivariate distribution.
3.2.3 Choice of the probe sphere radius
As it has already been pointed out, all the calculated surface properties depend
on the radius of the probe sphere Rps, which is an intrinsic free parameter of
the definition of the interface. Thus, any physically meaningful analysis of the
surface structure has to be started by making a sufficient choice for the value of
Rps. For this purpose, we determined the ξ and a surface roughness parameters
for all the 20 different Rps values considered. Further, we also calculated the
average surface density of the molecules Γ for all the Rps values considered.
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Figure 3.5: Average normal distance of two surface points as a function of their
lateral distance l, as calculated with eight different probe sphere radii at the
liquid/vapour interface of water.
where 〈nsurf〉 is the average number of water molecules that are found to be at
the surface in a configuration, and the factor 2 in the denominator reflects the
fact that the basic simulation box contains two interfaces due to the periodic
boundary conditions. The obtained dependence of ξ, a and Γ on the radius of
the probe sphere is shown in Figure 3.6. In addition, the Γ values corresponding
to the planar hexagonal, square and triangular packing of the water O atoms
are also indicated. These values can serve as reference data: with any physically
reasonable choice of Rps the real surface density of the water molecules should
be in the same order of magnitude as the Γ values of these planar lattices, falling
presumably between the values corresponding to the closest packed hexagonal
and loosely packed triangular lattice arrangements.
As is seen from Figure 3.6, both surface roughness parameters as well as
Γ change rapidly with the probe sphere radius at small Rps values, whereas
above Rps = 2.0 Å the steepness of all the three curves becomes considerably
smaller. This finding indicates that the properties of the detected surface
depends only rather weakly on the probe sphere radius above 2.0 Å. Considering
also the facts that (i) this value is rather close to the radius of the oxygen
atoms, i.e., 1.577 Å for TIP4P and 1.583 Å for SPC water, and (ii) the Γ
value corresponding to Rps = 2.0 Å, i.e., 4.49 Å
−2 falls between the values of
5.81 Å−2 and 3.87 Å−2, corresponding to the hexagonal and triangular lattices,
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Figure 3.6: Dependence of the amplitude (upper panel) and frequency (middle
panel) parameters (a and ξ, respectively), characterizing the surface roughness,
and the average surface density of the molecules Γ (lower panel) on the probe
sphere radius. The solid horizontal lines show the surface density values corre-
sponding to the planar hexagonal, square and triangular lattice arrangements
of the molecules. The dashed vertical line shows the probe sphere radius value
of 2.0 Å used in the present analyses.
respectively, we use the Rps value of 2.0 Å in the following analyses.
3.3 Applications of the new method
To demonstrate the power of the new method of identifying the truly inter-
facial molecules, first we applied the ITIM method to the structure of the
liquid/vapour interface of water [63] (see section 3.3.1). In order to study the
influence of the apolar phase and to apply the ITIM method in case of systems
with two condensed phases, we also studied the liquid/liquid interface of the
water/CCl4 system [64], as presented in section 3.3.2. As the ITIM method is
capable to detect and identify the molecules at the interface, the method is also
suitable to measure the composition of the surface layer in case of mixtures.
We performed detailed analyses of the surface structure of water-methanol [65]
and water-acetonitrile mixtures [66] at different concentrations. These results
are shown in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, respectively.
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As all these molecular dynamic simulations were performed by the GRO-
MACS program package [67], used with similar conditions, a general description
of the details of our simulations is given here, and the differences and special
details are indicated in the given subsection.
In all of the simulations the aqueous phase consisted 4000 molecules overall
(number of waters and solute molecules together), and they were placed in a
rectangular simulation box. First, as a pre-equilibration part of the simulations,
a 200 ps long simulation was performed on the isothermal-isobaric (N, p, T )
ensemble, with fixing both the Y and Z edges of the basic box to 50 Å and
only allow fluctuating the length of the X edge. Afterwards, the X edge of the
simulation box was elongated and set to 300 Å, in order to produce the vapour
phase. Then a 1 ns long equilibration run was performed on the canonical
(N, V, T ) ensemble. This was followed by the production run, during which
1000 sample configurations, separated by 0.5 ps long trajectories each, were
saved for the analyses. An integration time step of 2 fs has been used in the
simulations.
The temperature of the systems was kept constant at 298 K by the method
of Berendsen [68]. The bond lengths of the water molecules were kept fixed by
means of the SETTLE algorithm [69]. All the studied molecules were treated
as a rigid body, the intermolecular interactions were described as the sum of
the Lennard-Jones and charge-charge Coulombic interactions of the interaction
sites. All interactions were truncated to zero beyond the centre-centre cut-off
distance of 9.0 Å. The long-range part of the electrostatic interactions was
accounted for using the Ewald summation method in the Smooth Particle Mesh
Ewald implementation [70].
In case of the ITIM analysis, we always used a 50 × 50 grid in a square
lattice in the Y Z plane to determine the test lines, thus, the distance of two
neighbouring test lines is 1 Å in the arrangement used in the calculations, which
allows a sufficient overlap of the surface portions scanned by the probe sphere
when moved along neighbouring test lines. We used Rps = 2.0 Å for the probe
spheres: as we showed in the previous section, this size satisfies the criterion
that the probe sphere size is in the same order of magnitude as the molecules
(or more precisely, the interaction sites) studied, thus it is in the range where
the studied surface properties are not strongly dependent on Rps.
3.3.1 Structure of the liquid/vapour interface of water
To demonstrate the power of the new method of identifying the truly inter-
facial molecules first we applied the ITIM method to the structure of the liq-
uid/vapour interface of water. In particular, we performed an analysis of the
orientational preferences of the truly interfacial water molecules, and compared
the results with those obtained previously at various water/apolar interfaces,
when the interfacial molecules were simply defined as the ones that belong to
a certain slice of the simulation cell along the surface normal axis [43, 48, 49].
Further, the new method allowed us to investigate the percolation of the
truly interfacial water molecules, i.e., the two-dimensional percolation in the
monomolecular layer at the water surface. Such two-dimensional percolation
analysis of the surface layer of water has only been performed previously in a
couple of times, usually at the surface of solute macromolecules (e.g., proteins
or DNA), where the surface water molecules can simply be defined through the
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contact distance from the solute [71, 72].
Water molecules were described by the TIP4P potential model [73]. To
demonstrate that the obtained results are not related to any particular feature
of the water potential used, the simulation were repeated with the SPC water
model [74] in the same way.
3.3.1.1 Density profiles
To characterize the distribution of the truly interfacial water molecules along
the interface normal axis X we calculated their density profile in both systems
simulated. The obtained profiles together with the density profiles of all the
water molecules in the systems are shown in Figure 3.7. As is seen, the results
show an almost negligible dependence on the water model used. The obtained
density peaks of the surface molecules can be very well fitted by a Gaussian
function, reflecting the fact that the real surface of the liquid phase of water
fluctuates along the Y Z plane of the simulation box. Very similar results were
obtained by Chowdhary and Ladanyi at the liquid/liquid interfaces between
water and various hydrocarbons [56]. It is also evident that a substantial
number of surface water molecules can still be found at X values where the
water density has already reached its bulk liquid phase value. These molecules
could not be identified as interfacial ones by any conventional method based
on the behaviour of the water density profile only.
The location and width of the interface can be characterized by the peak
position and full width at half maximum of the obtained Gaussian distribution
of the interfacial water molecules, respectively. These values agree reasonably
well with the position at which the water density is 50% of the bulk liquid
phase value, and with the 90 − 10% width of the interface (i.e., the width of
the X range within which the water density drops from 90 to 10% of the bulk
liquid phase value), respectively. Thus, the width of the interface resulted in
4.13 Å for both water models on the basis of the Gaussian distribution of the
surface molecules along the X axis, whereas the 90–10% width of the interface
is 4.23 Å in both cases. Further, the Gaussian function is centred at 23.1 Å,
whereas the average density of water becomes half of the bulk liquid phase
density at 24.3 Å for both models.
We also calculated the density profile of the water molecules belonging to
the second molecular layer beyond the interface. These molecules result in
a very similar Gaussian distribution than the molecules belonging to the first
layer. The centre of this Gaussian function is located at 20.5 Å, i.e., 2.6 Å away
from that of the first layer, indicating that the width of a molecular layer of
water is about 2.6 Å here. The width of the Gaussian of the second layer at
half maximum is 3.93 Å, which is very close to that of the first layer, indicating
that the water molecules have a rather strictly organized layering structure in
the liquid phase even at the interface with the vapour phase.
3.3.1.2 Orientation of the interfacial water molecules
The unambiguous description of the orientational statistics of rigid molecules
relative to an interface requires the calculation of the bivariate joint distribu-
tion of two independent orientational variables characterizing the molecular
orientation [43]. It was shown that the angular polar coordinates ϑ and φ of
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Figure 3.7: Number density profiles of water molecules, as calculated for the
entire system (solid lines), for the surface layer of the molecules (dashed lines)
and for the second molecular layer beyond the surface (dotted lines). The bare
lines and the lines with black circles show the results obtained with the SPC
and with the TIP4P model, respectively. The inset illustrates the definition of
regions A, B, and C within the surface layer.
the surface normal vector X in a local Cartesian frame fixed to the individual
molecules represent a suitable choice for these two independent variables [43].
Considering also the fact that, due to the definition of the polar angles, ϑ is
an angle formed by two spatial vectors (i.e., the z-axis of the local frame and
the surface normal vector X), whereas φ is the angle of two vectors (i.e., the
projection of X to the xy-plane of the local frame and the x-axis of this frame)
that are restricted to lie in a given plane (i.e., in the xy-plane of the local frame)
by definition, it is clear that the obtained bivariate distribution only will be
uniform in the case of the uncorrelated orientation of the molecules with the
surface if cosϑ and φ are used as the orientational variables. In analysing the
orientation of the surface molecules, we defined the local Cartesian frame and
the polar angles ϑ and φ in the following way [43, 54, 75]. In case of water, the
x-, y-, and z-axes of the local frame are defined as the axis perpendicular to the
molecular plane, the line that connects the two H atoms, and the symmetry
axis of the molecule, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. The z-axis is
directed in such a way that the z-coordinates of the two H atoms are positive.
Because of the symmetry of the water molecule, the local frame is chosen in
such a way that the relation φ ≤ 90◦ holds.
The P (cosϑ, φ) orientational maps of the surface water molecules are shown
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Figure 3.8: Definition of the local Cartesian frame fixed to the individual water
molecules and of the angular polar coordinates ϑ and φ of the surface normal
vector pointing to the vapour phase X in this frame.
in Figure 3.9 as obtained with both of the water models considered. For com-
parison, the orientational maps of the second layer molecules are also presented.
To demonstrate that above 2 Å the particular choice of Rps is of little influ-
ence on the surface properties, we repeated the analyses with the Rps value of
3.0 Å for the TIP4P system, as well. The results of these calculations are also
indicated in Figure 3.9. As is seen, the surface water molecules have one single
orientational preference, since the corresponding orientational maps show one
single peak at about the (cosϑ = 0; φ = 0◦) point. This orientation, marked by
I corresponds to the parallel alignment of the water molecule with the surface.
It is also seen that the orientation of the molecules of the second layer is already
uncorrelated with the interface. The present finding is in a clear contrast with
the results of previous analyses, in which interfacial water molecules were de-
fined according to the behaviour of the density profile of water [43, 48, 49]. In
these studies a dual orientational preference of the interfacial water molecules
was observed: besides orientation I another orientation, characterized by the
cosϑ value of 0.5 and φ value of 90◦ (referred to as orientation II) was found to
be preferred among the water molecules that are located in the X range where
the water density is less than half of its bulk phase value.
To understand the origin of this difference between the present results and
previous findings we defined three regions within the presently detected surface
layer of the water molecules according to their distribution along the interface
normal axis X . Thus, region A contains the surface molecules that are farthest
from the bulk liquid phase, in the X range where the density of the surface
waters is less than 10% of their maximum density. Similarly, region B contains
the surface water molecules that are farther from the bulk liquid phase than
the position where the density of the surface waters drops below 50% of its
maximum value (obviously, this definition implies that region A is part of
region B). Finally, region C is located at the bulk liquid side of the Gaussian
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Figure 3.9: Orientational maps of the water molecules located at the second
layer beyond the surface (first column), in the surface layer (second column)
and in regions C, B, and A of the surface layer (last three columns) in the
systems consisted of SPC (top row) and TIP4P (middle row) water molecules.
Results obtained with the probe sphere radius of Rps = 3.0 Å in the TIP4P
system are also shown (bottom row). Lighter shades of gray indicate higher
probabilities. The water orientations corresponding to the observed peaks are
also illustrated. X is the interface normal vector pointing to the vapour phase.
distribution of the surface waters along the surface normal axis X , being closer
to the bulk liquid phase than the X value where the density of the surface
waters reaches 50% of its maximum. The definition of regions A, B, and C is
illustrated in the inset of Figure 3.7. It should be noted that since the present
definition of regions A, B, and C is based on the density profile of only the truly
interfacial waters rather than that of all the water molecules in the system, it
differs substantially from the definition of the various interfacial layers of water
used in previous studies of [43, 48, 49].
The P (cosϑ, φ) orientational maps of the water molecules belonging to re-
gions A, B and C are also indicated in Figure 3.9. As is seen, the molecules of
region A prefer orientation II, whereas within region B a preference for both
orientations I and II is observed. In orientation II the plane of the water
molecule is perpendicular to the surface, and one of the O–H bonds remains
parallel to the surface normal axis X , pointing by the H atom to the vapour
phase. It is also seen that although peak I is centred on the cosϑ value of 0
when all the surface water molecules are taken into account, this peak appears
at slightly negative cosϑ values in region B. Therefore, we denote this peak
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in region B as Ia. Finally, in region C the water molecules again show a dual
orientational preference, however, besides orientation I they prefer here the ori-
entation characterized by the cosϑ and φ values of −0.5 and 90◦, respectively.
This orientation is referred to as III, which case one of the O–H bonds is again
parallel to the surface normal axis X ; however, contrary to orientation II, now
it points to the liquid phase by the H atom. Further, in a clear contrast with
region B, the peak corresponding to orientation I appears here clearly above
the cosϑ value of 0. Therefore, we denote this peak here as Ib.
In understanding the obtained results we have to consider the fact that,
due to its roughness, the curvature of the surface is different at different depths
along the X axis. Thus, at the vapour side of the Gaussian distribution of the
surface molecules, far enough from its centre (i.e., in region A) only the peaks
of the ripples of the surface are located, whereas the wells of the rough surface
are typically located at the liquid side of this Gaussian. Therefore, in regions A
and B the water surface is convex (being more curved in region A than in the
entire region B), whereas in region C its curvature is of the opposite sign,
being similar to the situation when small solutes or bubbles are surrounded by
water molecules. In the light of these considerations our present results reveal
that the orientational preference of the interfacial water molecules depends on
the local curvature of the surface rather than on the average density of water
molecules at a given depth along the interface normal axis (i.e., how far the
molecules penetrated into the apolar phase), as previously thought.
This can be explained by the favourable arrangements of molecules in order
to maximise the hydrogen bond formation of water at the surface. Thus, in re-
gion C, typically at the wells of the molecularly rough surface, water molecules
orient the way that they can maintain their possible hydrogen bonding direc-
tions. Thus, the preferred water orientations are such that three of the four
potential hydrogen-bonding directions of the molecule (i.e., two O–H bonds and
one lone pair direction in orientation I and two lone pair directions and one
O–H bond in orientation III) point flatly to the surface, whereas the fourth of
these directions points straight to the liquid phase. However, at convex curved
surfaces, such as at the tips of the humps of the molecularly rough surface,
such a straddling is no longer possible; here, the water molecules sacrifice one
of their possible hydrogen bonds, namely, one O–H direction, by pointing it
straight to the vapour phase in orientation II. At this expense, however, they
can still maintain their other three possible hydrogen bonds. The orientation
pairs I and II, I and III, and also II and III correspond to the alignment of a
hydrogen-bonded water pair, in which the molecule in orientation II is always
closer to the vapour, whereas the molecule in orientation III is closer to the
liquid phase than the other one, in accordance with the occurrence of these
preferences along the surface normal axis X .
These findings are in a clear accordance with former result on the orientation
of the water molecules at the surface of small spherical apolar solutes [62], as
illustarted in Figure 3.10. The importance of the local curvature of the surface
on the preferred orientation of the molecules was also emphasized by Jorge and
Cordeiro in their recent study, where the definition of the surface molecules was
based on a completely different algorithm than used here [76].
Finally, it should be noted that the reason why the preference of the ori-
entation marked here as III was never observed before at interfaces between
water and an apolar phase is that this preference is characteristic of the curved
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concave portions of the interface. These portions are located at the X range
where the average density of water already reached its bulk liquid phase value
(see Figure 3.7), and hence the orientational preference of the truly interfacial
molecules is washed out by the large number of non-interfacial water molecules
located at the same X range if the water molecules are simply sorted according
to their position along the interface normal axis.
Figure 3.10: Two of the observed orientational preferences corresponding to
different surface curvatures. The inset demonstrates the similarity between the
preferred water orientations at the surface of a small spherical apolar solute
[62] and at points of concave local curvature of an interface that is flat on a
larger length scale.
3.3.1.3 Percolation of the surface water molecules
Interfacial molecules are in a special, asymmetric environment, since they ex-
perience different interactions from the directions of the different phases. This
effect is particularly enhanced in the case of water/apolar (or water/vapour) in-
terfaces, i.e., when the interfacial water molecules can form particularly strong,
hydrogen bonding interactions with the other molecules of the water phase,
but can only weakly interact with the apolar molecules of the other phase
(or experience a lack of interactions if the other side is vapour). Further, the
orientational preferences of the interfacial water molecules are determined by
the requirement that they should form as many strong hydrogen bonds with
other waters as possible [43, 49, 62]. Therefore, the investigation of the hy-
drogen bonded clusters formed by the interfacial water molecules is of great
importance. However, in the lack of a method that is able to identify truly in-
terfacial molecules, to our knowledge, such analyses have only been performed
so far at the surface of large solute molecules, e.g., proteins [71] or DNA [72].
Our analysis on the hydrogen bonded clusters formed by the truly interfacial
water molecules is also presented here. Further, the same analysis was repeated
for the water molecules belonging to the second molecular layer beyond the
surface. Finally, for reference, the entire analysis was repeated for a layer of
bulk liquid phase molecules. This reference bulk liquid layer is given by the
water molecules that are located within a given slab, parallel with the Y Z
plane, in the middle of the basic simulation box (i.e., as far from the two
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interfaces as possible). The width of this bulk liquid phase slab is chosen to
be 2.7 Å, because with this choice the average number of molecules belonging
to this slab is equal to the number of molecules identified as truly interfacial
ones.
In defining the hydrogen bond between two water molecules a purely geo-
metric criterion is used: two molecules are regarded as hydrogen bonded if the
distances between their O atoms and between the acceptor O and bonding H
atoms are less than 3.35 and 2.45 Å, respectively. These limiting values cor-
respond to the first minimum position of the gOO(r) and gOH(r) partial pair
correlation functions, respectively. The reason for using such a combined geo-
metric criterion is to exclude the nearest but not hydrogen bonded neighbours
from the analysis [77, 78]. Two molecules belong to the same cluster if they are
connected by a chain of intact hydrogen bonds. The size of a cluster is simply
given by the number n of the water molecules belonging to it.
Figure 3.11: Sample configuration of water molecules forming the surface layer
(left) and the second layer beyond the surface (right), taken out from an in-
stantaneous run. The hydrogen bonds are represented by grey lines.
The probabilities of finding a cluster that spans over the entire simulation
box in at least one dimension P 1D or in both dimensions along the Y Z plane
of the interface P 2D are collected in Table 3.1 as obtained in the surface layer
of the water molecules and in the second molecular layer beyond the surface
as well as in the 2.7 Å wide reference slab in the bulk liquid phase. The re-
sults show a characteristic difference between the clustering properties of the
molecules that belong to the first and to the second layer. Thus, the truly in-
terfacial molecules form a spanning cluster in at least one dimension in almost
all the sample configurations, and in more than 80% of the configurations this
cluster spans over both dimensions along the interface. On the other hand,
spanning clusters occur in the second layer of the water molecules with negli-
gibly small probabilities. The spanning probabilities obtained in the reference
bulk phase layer are always between the values corresponding to the first and
second molecular layers beyond the interface. This indicates that not only the
presence of an infinite, percolating two-dimensional hydrogen bonded cluster of
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Table 3.1: Probability of finding a configuration that spans the system in at
least one dimension P 1D, and in both dimensions within the Y Z plane P 2D in
the surface layer of water, in the second layer of water molecules beyond the
surface, and in a 2.7 Å wide slab of the bulk liquid water phase, as obtained
for both water models considered.
surface layer second layer bulk phase
Model P 1D P 2D P 1D P 2D P 1D P 2D
TIP4P 0.960 0.819 0.000 0.000 0.65 0.28
SPC 0.980 0.836 0.004 0.000 0.55 0.19
the surface water molecules is a special feature that is induced by the presence
of the interface, but also the complete lack of such a cluster within the second
molecular layer reflects the effect of the vicinity of the surface on the lateral
clustering properties of the water molecules.
Figure 3.12: Size distribution of the two-dimensional hydrogen bonded wa-
ter clusters, as obtained at the surface layer (open circles) and at the second
molecular layer beyond the surface (full circles) in the TIP4P system. The
inset shows the same distributions on a logarithmic scale. The solid line cor-
responds to the critical line of percolation with the critical exponent τ = 2.05
(see eq. 2.18).
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the size distribution P (n) of the
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two-dimensional water clusters in the first and second layers of the molecules.
The P (n) distributions obtained in these two layers of the TIP4P system are
shown in Figure 3.12. The distribution obtained within the truly interfacial
molecules extends to values that are close to the total number of the surface
water molecules that belong to one of the two surfaces in the box, indicating
that in the surface layer the water molecules indeed form a space-filling hydro-
gen bonded network, which contains almost all the molecules located at the
surface. On the other hand, in the second layer the P (n) distribution drops
to zero at relatively small cluster sizes. At the percolation threshold the P (n)
distribution obeys a power law, given by the equation 2.18 (see section 2.3.3).
The inset of Figure 3.12 shows the obtained P (n) distributions on a logarithmic
scale together with the critical line of eq. 2.18. The P (n) distribution obtained
in the first layer of the water molecules exhibits a hump above the critical line
at relatively large n values, whereas in the second layer it drops quickly (i.e., at
n values smaller than 10) below the critical line. These findings indicate that
the water molecules of the first layer form a percolating cluster, whereas those
of the second layer are far below the percolation threshold.
The strongly percolating behaviour of the surface water molecules can easily
be understood considering the fact that these molecules are in a direct contact
with the vapour phase, and thus they are not surrounded by other waters from
all directions. Therefore, forming strong hydrogen bonds with their existing
water neighbours, including lateral neighbours within the surface layer is of
particular importance for these molecules. However, the reason why hydrogen
bonding is of lesser extent within the molecules of the second layer than in the
bulk is not trivial. To understand this feature, we calculated the number of
the hydrogen bonds a water molecule belonging to a given layer forms with the
other waters of the system, iHB, and also with waters belonging to the same
layer only, i∗HB. The P (iHB) and P (i
∗
HB) distributions obtained in the three
different layers of the TIP4P system considered (i.e., in the first and second
molecular layers beyond the interface and in the reference bulk liquid layer)
are shown in Figure 3.13. As is seen, in accordance with our earlier findings,
there is considerably less hydrogen bond within the second than within the
first molecular layer: while in the second layer only 40% of the molecules form
more than one hydrogen bonds with other molecules belonging to the layer,
within the surface layer 43% of the molecules have two, and 27% of them
have more than two hydrogen bonded neighbours belonging also to the surface
layer. More interestingly, the P (iHB) distribution (i.e., which takes off-layer
neighbours also into account) obtained in the second layer beyond the surface
agrees very well (i.e., within 1% for each iHB value) with that of the reference
bulk liquid layer. This finding indicates that the molecules within the second
layer already experience a bulk-like environment, but this environment is not
yet fully isotropic: they form off-layer hydrogen bonds more frequently (and,
correspondingly, hydrogen bonds within the layer less frequently) than water
molecules located farther apart from the surface. The reason of this feature
originates in the behaviour of the surface molecules: since they cannot form
hydrogen bonds toward the other phase, they form more hydrogen bonds not
only with other surface molecules, but also with the molecules located on the
bulk liquid side of them (i.e., the molecules of the second layer). This means
that the observed high probability of forming off-layer hydrogen bonds by the
molecules of the second layer is due to the large number of hydrogen bonds
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Figure 3.13: Fraction of the water molecules having exactly i∗HB hydrogen
bonded neighbours (black columns), and exactly iHB hydrogen bonded neigh-
bours within the same layer (lined columns), as obtained for the molecules
of the surface layer (top panel), the second layer beyond the surface (middle
panel) and in a 2.7 Å wide slab of the bulk liquid phase (bottom panel) in the
TIP4P system.
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between first and second layer water molecules.
3.3.2 Structure of the liquid/liquid interface of water/CCl4
system
To study the influence of the apolar phase on the properties of surface water mo-
lecules we performed a simulation of the liquid/liquid interface of water/CCl4
system [64]. We chose the apolar phase to be CCl4 because of the nearly spher-
ical shape of this molecule and very low dielectric constant (i.e., very strong
apolar character) of this phase. Unlike in the case of liquid/vapour interfaces,
the properties of an interface between two immiscible liquids can be determined
in two different ways by the ITIM method. Namely, in the present case the
probe spheres can be started to move either from the bulk CCl4 or from the
bulk water phase, and hence either the interfacial water or the interfacial CCl4
molecules can be detected. The properties of the interface should not depend
on whether the interface itself is determined through the interfacial water or
CCl4 molecules. The fulfilment of this condition is an important consistency
check of the ITIM method, which can only be done in the presence of two
condensed phases.
Besides the 4000 water molecules, described by the TIP4P potential model
[73], the system contained 2000 CCl4 molecules described by the OPLS poten-
tial [79]. As there was no vapour phase in this system, the X edge of the sim-
ulation box was shorter and set to 179 Å. Bond lengths and bond angles of the
CCl4 molecules were kept constant using SHAKE [80] algorithm. In this case
we performed the pre-equilibration isothermal-isobaric simulation separately
for the water and for the CCl4 phase and then the two water/CCl4 interfaces
were then created by attaching the two basic boxes next to each other. In this
way, the macroscopic plane of the interface were kept parallel with the Y Z
plane during the entire course of the simulation. The newly created interfacial
system was further equilibrated during a 1 ns long run. Then, in this case, the
1 ns long production phase of the simulation 2000 sample configurations were
saved.
The ITIM analysis of both phases was performed by moving a set of probe
spheres toward the water phase and another set toward the CCl4 phase. The
first and second molecular layers of both phases are shown in Figure 3.14 as
obtained by the ITIM analysis in a snapshot of an equilibrium sample config-
uration, as picked up from the simulation.
3.3.2.1 Density profiles
The molecular number density profile of water and CCl4 along the interface
normal axis X is shown in Figure 3.15 as obtained from the simulation. The
density of the two molecules changes smoothly from zero (in the opposite phase)
to the bulk liquid phase value within an about 6.5 Å wide X range. The density
profiles of the molecules identified as truly interfacial ones as well as of those
constituting the second molecular layer beneath the interface are also shown in
Figure 3.15. These profiles can again be very well fitted by one single Gaussian
function as in case of the liquid/vapour interface of water.
The peak positions of the Gaussians indicate the average position of the
corresponding molecular layer. Therefore, the difference between the positions
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Figure 3.14: Snapshot showing the water and CCl4 molecules belonging to the
interfacial layer and to the second molecular layer beneath the interface of the
respective phases, as taken out from an equilibrium configuration during the
simulation. The O atoms of the water molecules belonging to the first and
second layers are shown by red and blue colours, respectively; the Cl atoms of
the CCl4 molecules of the first and second layer are marked by light and dark
green colours, respectively.
of the Gaussian peaks corresponding to the interfacial water and CCl4 layers
dw−CCl4 can provide us an estimate for the width of the interface. More pre-
cisely, dw−CCl4 is the distance between the average positions of the outermost
molecular layers of the two phases. It was previously claimed on the basis of
theoretical considerations that at the interface two liquid phases are separated
by a thin layer of vapour [81]. However, the fact that the value of dw−CCl4
is 4.4 Å contradicts this claim. Indeed, the distance of the average position
of the first and second molecular layers (i.e., the distance of the peak posi-
tions of the corresponding Gaussians) is resulted in 2.4 and 5.1 Å in water
and CCl4, respectively. These values correspond to the average distance of two
molecular layers that are in close contact with each other. In this way, the
distance between a water and a CCl4 layer in close contact can be estimated
as 3.75 Å, i.e., the arithmetic mean of the above two values characteristic of
the neat phases. The distance of the average position of the interfacial water
and CCl4 layers is only 0.65 Å larger than this estimated close contact value.
This finding clearly suggests that there is no “vapour” or empty layer between
the two liquid phases, the larger fraction of the empty volume here is simply a
consequence of the molecules of the outermost layers of the two phases being
not closely packed together.
The width of the interface can also be estimated by the average width of
the two interfacial layers δ, i.e., the full width of the corresponding Gaussians
at half maximum. Although δ does not measure exactly the same quantity as
dw−CCl4 , one can expect that their values are reasonably similar to each other.
In fact, the value of δ resulted in 4.25 Å in the outermost layer of water, and in
5.05 Å in that of CCl4. As expected, both of these values, similarly to that of
dw−CCl4 are considerably smaller than the width of the X range of 6.5 Å within
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Figure 3.15: Number density profiles of water (dotted lines) and CCl4 (solid
lines) in the entire system (top panel), considering only the surface molecules
(middle panel), and the molecules being at the second layer beyond the surface
(bottom panel). All profiles shown are averaged over the two surfaces in the
basic simulation box.
which the two density profiles change from the value characteristic of one bulk
phase to that of the other one (see Figure 3.15). The difference between the δ
values obtained in the two phases is probably simply a consequence of the CCl4
molecule being considerably larger than water. Finally, it should be noted that
the δ value corresponding to the interfacial water molecules (i.e., 4.25 Å) is
slightly larger than the value of 4.13 Å obtained at the water liquid/vapour
interface (see section 3.3.1.1), in accordance with the recent finding that the
interface of an aqueous and a hydrophobic phase is narrower if the latter phase
is of lower dielectric constant [82]. The width of the second molecular layer,
estimated to be 4.3 and 5.5 Å for water and CCl4, respectively, from the full
width of the corresponding Gaussian distributions at half maximum agrees
rather well with that of the first layer in both phases, indicating that both
phases have a quite strictly organized layering structure at the vicinity of the
interface. The presence of such a layering structure of the CCl4 molecules at
the interface with water has recently been demonstrated [83]. The values of δ
are summarised in Table 3.2 as obtained in the first two molecular layers of the
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Table 3.2: Properties of the liquid/liquid interface between water and CCl4, as
obtained from the simulation.
roughness δ
ξ a (Å) first layer second layer
water 0.373 2.07 4.25 4.30
CCl4 0.395 2.15 5.05 5.50
two phases.
3.3.2.2 Surface roughness
The d(l) curves (see section 3.2.2) obtained by detecting the interface through
the outermost layer of both phases are shown in Figure 3.16, whereas the values
of the corresponding ξ and a parameters are summarised in Table 3.2. As seen,
the d(l) curves, and hence the surface roughness parameters agree very well
with each other as obtained by detecting the interface through the interfacial
water and CCl4 molecules. This finding suggests again that the surface covering
the outermost layer of waters is more or less the same as the one covering the
outermost layer of the CCl4 molecules, and hence there is no well defined empty
layer of a finite width between the two liquid phases.
Figure 3.16: Average normal distance of two surface molecules d as a function
of their lateral distance l. The solid and dotted lines correspond to the surface
of the CCl4 and water phases, respectively.
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3.3.2.3 Residence time of the molecules at the interface
In order to get an insight into the dynamics of the exchange of the molecules
between the interface and the bulk liquid phase we calculated the average
residence time of the molecules in the interfacial layer and also in the second
layer in both phases. Since the ITIM analysis provides the full list of the
molecules that are at the surface at any instance, this quantity can also be
unambiguously determined this way. In addition, we also calculated the average
residence time of the molecules in a reference layer in the middle of the bulk
phase. This reference layer was 2.7 Å wide in water and 2.0 Å wide in CCl4,
in order to contain, on average, the same number of molecules as the truly
interfacial layer in both phases. For this calculation, we defined the continuous
survival probability of the molecules L0(t) in a given layer as the probability
that a molecule, which belongs to this layer at t0, will not leave this layer
up to t0 + t. Besides this continuous survival probability we also defined an
intermittent survival probability L(t), allowing the molecules to leave the layer
between t0 and t0 + t, given that they return to the layer within 2 ps.
The obtained L0(t) and L(t) survival probabilities are shown in Figure 3.17
for the first and second molecular layer and of the bulk reference layer of both
phases. All the obtained functions show exponential decay. Therefore, the av-
erage continuous and intermittent residence time values τ0 and τ , respectively,
can be obtained by fitting the exp(t/τ0) and exp(t/τ) functions to L
0(t) and
L(t), respectively. The τ0 and τ values obtained for the first and second layer
as well as for the bulk reference layer of both phases are also summarised in
Table 3.3.
As can be seen, the CCl4 molecules stay considerably longer at the interface
than waters. This fact can, at least partly be attributed to the larger mobility
of the water molecules, because the average residence time of CCl4 is also
significantly larger in the second layer beneath the interface and also in the bulk
liquid phase reference layer than that of the waters. However, the fact that the
continuous and intermittent residence time values of CCl4 at the interface are
much closer to each other than those of water (i.e., the τ/τ0 ratio is 1.5 for CCl4
whereas it is 3.1 for water, see Table 3.3) indicates also that the interfacial CCl4
layer is considerably more stable in time than that of water. This difference is
probably related to the fact that the energy cost of staying at the boundary of
the two phases is much smaller for a CCl4 than for a water molecule, due to
the loss of some hydrogen bonded neighbours in the latter case.
It can also be seen from Figure 3.17 and Table 3.3 that the dynamics of
the molecules in the second layer beneath the surface is already rather similar
to that in the bulk liquid phase. This important finding indicates that the
effect of the vicinity of another liquid phase on the dynamical properties of the
molecules vanishes very quickly, basically beyond the first molecular layer at
this interface.
3.3.2.4 Orientation of the interfacial water molecules
We calculated the P (cosϑ, φ) distribution of the water molecules belonging to
the first molecular layer at the interface, using again the same definition of
the angular coordinates as the one described in section 3.3.1.2. We found that
the orientational preferences are very similar compared to the liquid/vapour
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Figure 3.17: Intermittent (top panel) and continuous (bottom panel) survival
probability of the water (open symbols) and CCl4 (filled symbols) molecules in
the surface layer (triangles), second layer beneath the surface (squares), and
bulk phase reference layer (circles) of the respective phases.
Table 3.3: Continous and intermittent residence times of water and CCl4 mo-
lecules and the liquid/liquid interface, as obtained from the simulation.
first layer second layer bulk phase
τ0 (ps) τ (ps) τ0 (ps) τ (ps) τ0 (ps) τ (ps)
water 5.7 17.8 2.0 4.7 3.5 6.8
CCl4 55.8 81.7 12.1 26.5 12.4 21.9
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interface of water. As the orientation of the surface molecules is determined
by the most preferable hydrogen-bonding pattern (as discussed in detail in sec-
tion 3.3.1.2) and the CCl4 molecules do not influence these capabilities, it is not
very surprising that the water molecules orient in the same way in the different
regions of the molecularly rough interface as in case of the liquid/vapour inter-
face of water. We can also see that the size of the CCl4 molecules is not large
enough to significantly modify the roughness of the interface and modify the
orientational preferences throughout the effect of changing its local curvature.
3.3.3 Structure of the liquid/vapour interface of
water-methanol mixtures
Mixtures of water and methanol are among the most widely studied liquid
systems [32, 33, 54, 75, 84–97]. In spite of the structural similarities between
the two molecules, their mixtures show a highly non-ideal behaviour. Thus,
the excess entropy, molar volume, compressibility, and diffusion coefficients of
such mixtures are considerably smaller, whereas the viscosity is considerably
larger than in ideal mixtures [98–102]. These anomalies are now attributed
to the microheterogeneities resulting from the microscopic segregation of the
two molecules, the presence of which were detected both by various exper-
imental methods [91, 92] and by computer simulations [94]. The molecular
background of this behaviour can be related to the fact that methanol, built
up by a hydrophilic OH and a hydrophobic CH3 group, is the smallest possi-
ble amphiphilic molecule, and therefore, it shows, although in a considerably
weaker form, all the important properties of real amphiphiles, from surface
adsorption [32, 54, 75, 95, 96] to bulk-phase aggregation [91, 92, 94].
Special interest in the atomistic level structure of the liquid/vapour interface
of water-methanol mixtures stems also from the special amphiphilic structure
of the methanol molecule, which can thus be regarded as a simple reference
molecule in studying the behaviour of surfactants with considerably longer
hydrophobic chains. Indeed, the structure of the liquid/vapour interface of such
mixtures has been widely studied in the past decades both by experimental [88,
89, 93, 96, 97] and by computer simulation methods [32, 33, 54, 75, 95].
We studied the liquid/vapour interface of water-methanol mixtures at five
different concentrations. For comparisons, the analyses are also repeated for
the liquid/vapour interface of neat water (as described in section 3.3.1) and
of neat methanol [65]. In the five mixtures the concentration of methanol
was 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50%. Water molecules were described by the TIP4P
potential model [73], whereas for methanol, the parameters of the GROMOS96
force field [103] were used. Both molecules were treated as rigid bodies, the
CH3 group of the methanol molecule was treated as a united atom. The bond
lengths and bond angles of the methanol molecules were kept fixed using the
LINCS [104] algorithm.
3.3.3.1 Density profiles
The number density profiles of the water and methanol molecules (represented
here by their O atoms) are shown in Figure 3.18 along the surface normal
axis X as obtained in the six different systems simulated (the density profiles
of the liquid/vapour interface of neat water are shown as a reference). The
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profiles show that in the mixed systems a methanol-rich region appears just
next to the vapour phase along the X-axis. The presence of this methanol
rich outer region is originated in the amphiphilic structure of the methanol
molecule, namely, that it prefers to stick their hydrophobic CH3 group out
of the liquid phase. To analyse how many molecular layers are affected by
this adsorption at the surface of the liquid phase, we calculated the methanol
mole fraction among the molecules that are located right at the surface, as
well as among the ones that constitute the second molecular layer beneath the
surface. For reference, we also calculated the composition of the bulk liquid
phase in a 10 Å wide slab parallel with the Y Z-plane in the middle of the liquid
phase, where the density of both components reached their bulk-phase value.
The methanol mole fractions in these parts of the six systems simulated are
summarized in Table 3.4, and the composition of the surface layer as well as of
the second layer beneath the surface is shown as a function of the bulk liquid-
phase composition in Figure 3.19. As is seen, methanol is clearly adsorbed at
the surface layer; however, the composition of the second layer already does not
differ considerably from that of the bulk liquid phase. In other words, the effect
of the vicinity of the vapour phase on the composition of the system already
vanishes beyond the first molecular layer at the surface. The adsorption of the
methanol molecules at the surface layer leads to the continuous decrease of the
surface tension of the system. Although the used potential models overestimate
the surface tension of the respective pure liquids by 20–30%, the composition
dependence of the calculated surface tension values follows well that of the
experimental data [105] (see Table 3.4).
To further investigate this point, we calculated the density profiles of the
O atoms belonging to the water and methanol molecules of the surface layer
along the surface normal axis X in the five mixed systems. Profiles obtained
in the systems containing 5, 20, and 50% methanol are shown in Figure 3.20.
As is seen, at the surface layer the methanol molecules are located somewhat
farther from the liquid phase than the water molecules. Since in this analysis
both molecules are represented by their O atoms, this result cannot simply be
explained by the ability of the methanol molecules to stick their methyl group
out of the liquid phase. Instead, this indicates that methanol molecules prefer
to occupy the positions at the humps of the molecularly rough surface, whereas
water molecules are more likely located in its wells.
To confirm this finding, we calculated the density profiles of the molecules
that belong to the surface layer as well as of those belonging to the second layer
beneath the surface. (The position of all the molecules is again represented by
that of their O atoms.) The profiles obtained in the different systems simulated
are shown in Figure 3.18. We then defined two regions within the surface layer,
similarly as in the previous sections: region B extends to the vapour phase from
the point where the density of the surface molecules reaches 50% of its maxi-
mum at the vapour side of their distribution along the X-axis, whereas region
C is located at the liquid side of this distribution, extending to the point where
the density of the surface molecules reaches half of the maximum value, thus
these regions contain the molecules that are located at the humps and wells of
the rough surface, respectively. We did not perform the analyses of a narrower
region (as region A in section 3.3.1) separately, as in case of the liquid/vapour
interface of neat water it was found that its important charactersitic properties
are also shown by the entire region B. The definition of regions B and C is
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Figure 3.18: Number density profile of water (top panel) and methanol (sec-
ond panel) molecules, mass density profile of the entire system (third panel),
number density profile of the surface layer (fourth panel), and second molecu-
lar layer beyond the surface (bottom panel) in the different systems simulated.
Results obtained in the systems containing 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100%
methanol are shown by solid, dashed, dotted, dashed-dotted lines, full circles,
short dashed lines, and open circles, respectively. The dashed vertical lines on
the fourth panel show the definition of regions B and C in the surface layer.
All profiles shown are averaged over the two surfaces in the basic simulation
box.
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Figure 3.19: Mole fraction of methanol molecules at the surface layer (open
circles) and at the second layer beyond the surface (open triangles), as a func-
tion of the methanol mole fraction in the bulk phase. The lines connecting the
points serve only as guides to the eye.
Table 3.4: Methanol mole fraction in the systems simulated, and the calculated
and experimental surface tensions.
overall surface second region region bulk γ (mN/m)
system layer layer C B phase simul. exp.
0 0 0 0 0 0 100 72
0.05 0.29 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.01 0.18 0.48 0.026 82 64
0.1 0.52 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.01 0.44 0.66 0.064 65 55
0.2 0.70 ± 0.03 0.22 ± 0.02 0.64 0.82 0.17 48 43
0.3 0.78 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.02 0.75 0.85 0.26 40 38
0.5 0.85 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.02 0.85 0.89 0.47 36 31
1 1 1 1 1 1 35 23
demonstrated in Figure 3.18 on the example of the 100% methanol system.
The mole fraction of the methanol molecules in regions B and C of the surface
layer is also included in Table 3.4. It is clearly seen that the mole fraction
of methanol is noticeably higher in region B and lower in region C than in
the entire surface layer, confirming our conclusion that within the molecularly
rough surface layer, methanol and water molecules prefer to stay at the humps
and wells of the molecularly rough surface, respectively. This finding also is
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illustrated in Figure 3.21, showing an equilibrium snapshot of the surface layer
of the system containing 5% methanol.
Figure 3.20: Number density profiles of water (dotted lines) and methanol
(solid lines) molecules in the surface layer in the systems containing 5% (top
panel), 20% (middle panel), and 50% (bottom panel) methanol. Scales on the
left and right sides of the graphs refer to the water and methanol densities,
respectively. All profiles shown are averaged over the two surfaces in the basic
simulation box.
As is evident from Figure 3.18, the molecular density profiles obtained in the
surface layer as well as in the second layer of the systems simulated are always
Gaussians, reflecting the fact that, due to its roughness, the real surface of
the liquid phase indeed fluctuates around the macroscopic plane of the surface.
The position and width of the surface can be estimated by the peak position
and full width at half maximum of the Gaussian distribution of the surface
molecules. The values obtained this way for the width of the surface δ in the
different systems are listed in Table 3.5.
It is seen that, as a trend, the width of the surface increases with increasing
methanol mole fraction in the system. This finding can, at least partly, simply
be attributed to the fact that the size of a methanol molecule is larger than that
of water, and hence, the more methanol molecules are located at the surface
the rougher and, consequently, the broader this surface is. However, besides
this trivial reason, there should also be some other factors that determine the
width of the surface. This is evident from the fact that upon increasing the
methanol content of the system from 50% (and thus, that of the surface layer
from 85%) to 100%, the width of the surface decreases by about 5%. This fact
is probably due to the aggregation of the different types of molecules within
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Figure 3.21: Instantaneous snapshot of the surface layer of the system contain-
ing 5% methanol molecules (side view), as obtained by the ITIM method in an
equilibrium configuration. Small red balls and large gray balls represent the
water and methanol oxygen atoms, respectively.
Table 3.5: Width of the surface layer, and the surface roughness parameters of
the systems simulated. The values corresponding to the liquid/vapour interface
of water are included as a reference.
methanol
concentration δ (Å) ξ a (Å)
0 4.17 0.54 ± 0.10 2.16 ± 0.00
0.05 4.81 0.62 ± 0.11 2.44 ± 0.00
0.1 5.18 0.66 ± 0.09 2.70 ± 0.01
0.2 5.83 0.69 ± 0.09 2.95 ± 0.00
0.3 6.29 0.73 ± 0.12 3.16 ± 0.01
0.5 7.80 0.78 ± 0.11 3.63 ± 0.01
1 7.45 0.83 ± 0.11 3.88 ± 0.01
the surface layer, as will be discussed in section 3.3.3.5.
Finally, as is seen from Figure 3.18, the liquid side tail of the Gaussian
distribution of the truly surface molecules clearly extends to the X-range where
the density of the system reaches its bulk-phase value in every case. Further,
the vapour side tail of the Gaussian distribution of the molecules belonging to
the second layer falls in the X-range where the density of the system is clearly
between the bulk liquid and vapour-phase values. This finding emphasizes
again the importance of the ITIM analysis in studying the properties of such
surfaces. Namely, truly surface molecules can be located in the X-range, where
they cannot be detected by any method simply based on the variation of the
average density along the surface normal axis.
3.3.3.2 Residence time of molecules at the surface layer
Besides the average composition of the surface layer, we also analysed the
dynamics of the exchange of its molecules with the bulk liquid phase. For this
purpose, we calculated the intermittent and continuous survival probability,
L(t) and L0(t) of the molecules at the surface layer in the same way as in
section 3.3.2.3, and we evaluated the corresponding residence times τ and τ0
(i.e., the average intermittent and continuous lifetime of the molecules in the
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surface layer). The τ0 and τ values are collected in Table 3.6 as obtained for
the water and methanol molecules in the different systems simulated, whereas
the intermittent survival probability functions are shown in Figure 3.22. For
reference, we also calculated the L(t) survival probability function of the two
molecules in a 3 Å wide layer in the middle of the bulk liquid phase of the system
containing 30% methanol. The width of this reference slab was chosen in such
a way that the number of molecules within this slab is equal to the number
of the molecules in the surface layer. The intermittent survival probability
functions obtained in the surface layer, in the second layer, and in this bulk
liquid-phase reference slab of the 30% methanol system are compared in the
inset of Figure 3.22.
Figure 3.22: Intermittent survival probability of the water (top panel) and
methanol (bottom panel) molecules in the surface layer of the systems simu-
lated. The notation of the different systems is the same as in Figure 3.18. The
inset shows the intermittent survival probability of the molecules in the sur-
face layer, in the second molecular layer beyond the surface and in the reference
bulk-phase slab in the case of the 30% system.
It is evident from Figure 3.22 and Table 3.6 that the methanol molecules
stay considerably longer at the surface than water molecules; their residence
times are typically an order of magnitude larger than those of the water mole-
cules. Further, methanol molecules leave the surface layer considerably slower,
whereas water molecules leave the surface layer considerably faster than either
the reference slab in the bulk phase or the second layer beneath the surface.
In fact, the residence times of the two molecules are rather close to each other
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Table 3.6: Continuous τ0 and intermittent τ residence times of water and
methanol molecules in the systems simulated.
methanol τ0 (ps) τ (ps)
concentration water methanol water methanol
0 4.9 13.6
0.05 3.2 38.3 8.2 109
0.1 2.5 24.7 5.5 64.8
0.2 2.2 16.9 4.2 40.0
0.3 2.2 14.1 4.2 32.5
0.5 2.2 11.1 4.2 24.7
1 8.05 15.9
both in the bulk reference slab (being 12.9 ps for methanol and 11.1 ps for
water) and in the second layer beneath the surface (being 5.4 ps for methanol
and 7.8 ps for water). Thus, the difference between the dynamics of the two
molecules at the surface is not related to their different mobilities; instead, it
originates in their different affinities to the surface layer. In other words, the
vicinity of the vapour phase is what slows down the diffusion of the methanol,
and speeds up that of the water molecules, at least in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the surface. The reason for this behaviour is that the energy cost of being
at the surface is considerably smaller for the methanol molecules than for the
water molecules, because methanol molecules, unlike waters, can be oriented at
the surface in such a way (i.e., by sticking out their apolar methyl group of the
liquid phase) that they do not lose their neighbours in any of their three po-
tential hydrogen-bonding directions. In other words, methanols are stabilized
at the surface by the hydrophobicity of the other (vapour) phase, and thus, by
the corresponding preference of the water molecules to stay farther from this
phase. This view is supported by the fact that with a decreasing water content
of the system, the residence time of the methanol molecules at the surface layer
decreases continuously, and in the absence of water (i.e., in the system of neat
methanol) its value of 15.9 ps becomes rather close both to the value obtained
in the bulk liquid reference slab of 12.9 ps and to the residence time of waters
in the surface layer of neat water of 13.6 ps.
3.3.3.3 Surface roughness
We calculated the d(l) curves, i.e., the average normal distance d of two surface
molecules as a function of their lateral distance l in order to describe the
roughness of the surface as presented in section 3.2.1. At small lateral distances
the average normal distance increases linearly with l, whereas at large enough
lateral distances d is practically independent of l, reflecting the fact that the
surface fluctuates around a lateral plane. The slope ξ of the linear portion of
the d(l) curve at small l values and the saturation value a of this curve at large
l values can characterize the frequency and amplitude of the rough surface,
respectively.
The d(l) curves obtained in the systems simulated are shown in Figure 3.23,
whereas the ξ and a values are also included in Table 3.5 as determined in the
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Figure 3.23: Average normal distance of two surface molecules as a function of
their lateral distance in the different systems simulated. The notation of the
different systems is the same as in Figure 3.18.
l ranges of 1.0 − 3.5 and 22 − 24 Å, respectively. As is seen, both of these
parameters clearly increase with an increasing methanol concentration, and this
effect is stronger for the amplitude parameter. This means that the increasing
methanol concentration results in larger humps and deeper wells at the surface
layer and that the neighbouring humps and wells also become somewhat closer
to each other. This increase of the surface amplitude with increasing methanol
concentration can simply be explained by the larger size of the methanol than
the water molecule, and it is in clear agreement with our previous finding on
the dependence of the surface width on the composition of the system (see
section 3.3.3.1). This view is supported by the fact that the value of a in neat
methanol is about the double of that in neat water (see Table 3.4), and the
size of a methanol molecule, containing two heavy (i.e., not hydrogen) atoms,
is also about the double of the size of a water molecule, which contains only
one heavy atom.
3.3.3.4 Orientation of the surface molecules
In analyzingthe orientation of the surface molecules relative to the surface
normal axis X we have determined their P (cosϑ, φ) bivariate orientational
distributions. For water molecules we used the same Cartesian frame fixed to
the molecule, and thus the same definitions of the angular polar coordinates
ϑ and φ as described in section 3.3.1.2. For methanol molecules we used the
following definition, also illustrated in Figure 3.24. The x-axis of the local
frame lies along the CH3–O bond, z is the molecular normal axis, and the
y-axis is perpendicular to the previous two. The x- and y-axes are directed in
such a way that the x-coordinate of the H atom is positive and its y-coordinate
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Figure 3.24: Definition of the local Cartesian frame fixed to the individual
methanol molecules and of the angular polar coordinates ϑ and φ of the surface
normal vector pointing to the vapour phase X in this frame.
is negative, given that the origin of the frame is the O atom. Because of the
symmetry of the methanol molecule, the local frame is chosen in such a way that
the relation ϑ ≤ 90◦ and hence cosϑ ≥ 0, holds. The P (cosϑ, φ) orientational
maps of the surface methanol and water molecules are shown in Figures 3.25
and 3.26, respectively, as obtained in the different systems simulated.
As is seen, in case of methanol, the maximum of the P (cosϑ, φ) distribution
is always around the (cos ϑ = 0; φ = 180◦) point, whereas water molecules
prefer the orientation, marked by I, that is characterized by the (cosϑ = 0; φ =
0◦) values. In these orientations, illustrated in Figures 3.25 and 3.26, methanol
molecules remain perpendicular to the surface (i.e., to the Y Z-plane of the basic
box), and their O–CH3 bond is parallel to the surface normal axis X , pointing
straight to the vapour phase with the CH3 group, whereas water molecules lie
parallel to the surface.
However, the preferred orientation of the surface molecules can strongly
depend on the local curvature of the surface, as it is discussed in section 3.3.1.2.
To investigate this point, we also calculated the P (cosϑ, φ) distributions of the
molecules that belong to regions B and C of the surface layer (i.e., that are
located at the humps and wells of the molecularly rough surface, respectively;
see Figure 3.18). These distributions are also included in Figures 3.25 and 3.26.
As is seen, the preferred orientation of the surface methanol molecules does not
depend on the position of the molecules along the surface normal axis and thus
on whether these molecules are located in a positively or negatively curved
part of the surface. However, the orientational preferences of the surface water
molecules show a more complicated picture in the different surface regions as
it is discussed in details in section 3.3.1.2.
When methanol is added to the system in increasing concentration, the
preference of the water molecules for orientation II, disappears from region B
of the surface. Instead, orientation I remains the only preferred orientation
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Figure 3.25: Orientational maps of the surface methanol molecules located
at the surface layer (first column), in region C of the surface layer (second
column), and in region B of the surface layer (third column) of six different
systems simulated. Lighter shades of grey indicate higher probabilities; the
spacing of the contour lines is 10−5. The methanol orientation corresponding
to the observed peak also is illustrated. X is the surface normal vector pointing
to the vapour phase.
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Figure 3.26: Orientational maps of the surface water molecules located at the
surface layer (first column), in region C of the surface layer (second column),
and in region B of the surface layer (third column) of six different systems
simulated. Lighter shades of grey indicate higher probabilities; the spacing of
the contour lines is 2 × 10−4. The water orientations corresponding to the
observed peaks also are illustrated. X is the surface normal vector pointing to
the vapour phase.
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here. On the other hand, no such dramatic change is observed in region C, in
which the existing orientational preferences only become weaker with increasing
methanol concentration. The disappearance of the preference of the water
molecules for orientation II in the presence of methanol can be explained by
the fact that methanol molecules, which are adsorbed at the surface and, in
particular, at the tips of its ripples (see Figures 3.18 and 3.20), can replace
these waters in their hydrogen bonds with the neighbouring water molecules of
orientations II and III. All these observed details in the orientational preferences
of the molecules and in their dependence on the local curvature of the surface
are summarized and illustrated in Figure 3.27.
Figure 3.27: Observed orientational preferences and the illustration of the pos-
sible hydrogen-bonding patterns in water-methanol mixtures. The solid curve
represents the rippled surface of the liquid phase.
Finally, no orientational preference relative to the surface was observed
among the molecules of the second molecular layer beneath the surface.
3.3.3.5 Surface aggregation
The question as to whether surfactant molecules are distributed more or less
uniformly at the surface of water or if they form aggregates and leave large
areas unoccupied when the surface is not fully saturated has been the focus
of colloid and surface chemistry research for many years. Recent experimental
evidence has indicated that, at least in the case of some surfactants, the satu-
ration of the surface does not occur uniformly; instead, the adsorbed molecules
prefer to stay within the vicinity of each other, forming large two-dimensional
aggregates at the surface [106, 107]. Similarly to the problem of the surface ag-
gregation of surfactants, the formation of bulk-phase aggregates of microscopic
size by various small, water-soluble molecules, such as methanol [91, 92, 94]
and other alcohols [108, 109], acetone [110, 111], dimethyl sulfoxide [112, 113]
or acetonitrile [91, 113–116] in an aqueous environment has become the sub-
ject of intensive scientific investigation in the past few years. In the case of
methanol, it was found both by experimental [91, 92] and by computer simu-
lation methods [94] that, in spite of the fact that these compounds are fully
miscible with each other in any proportion, water and methanol molecules
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segregate from each other in the microscopic scale. The formation of these
inhomogeneities in the bulk liquid phase is thought to be responsible for the
anomalous thermodynamic behaviour of water-methanol mixtures [92, 94].
However, in spite of the aforementioned interest in observing inhomogeneities
both at the surface and in the bulk phase of aqueous solutions, the question
whether methanol molecules form aggregates or distribute uniformly at the
surface of their aqueous solutions has, to our knowledge, never been addressed.
The reason for this is probably related to the difficulties in detecting such
lateral inhomogeneities by surface sensitive experimental methods and to the
difficulties in detecting surface molecules in computer simulations. However,
the determination of the full list of the truly interfacial molecules by the ITIM
method provides a unique opportunity to study this problem.
In the present case, we searched for the local lateral inhomogeneities by
means of Voronoi polygons (VP). As it is discussed in section 2.3.2, in a two-
dimensional case the area distribution P (A) of the VP is suitable to characterise
the inhomogeneities of the system.
Figure 3.28: Area distribution of the Voronoi polygons calculated with all the
molecules (top), only with the water molecules (middle), and only with the
methanol molecules (bottom) in the five different mixed systems simulated,
shown in the left panel (a) on a linear scale and in the right panel (b) on a
logarithmic scale.
To analyse the aggregation of the methanol and water molecules at the sur-
face of their mixture, we projected the O atom of all the surface molecules onto
the Y Z-plane of the basic box (i.e., to the macroscopic plane of the surface).
Then, we calculated the VP area distribution considering (i) all the O atoms,
(ii) only the O atoms of the methanol, and (iii) only the O atoms of the wa-
ter molecules. The obtained area distributions are shown in Figure 3.28 in all
the mixed systems simulated. The difference between the P (A) distributions
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Figure 3.29: Instantaneous snapshot of the surface layer of the system con-
taining 5% methanol molecules (top view), as taken out from an equilibrium
configuration for illustrating surface aggregation. Small red and large grey
balls represent water and methanol molecules, respectively.
obtained by considering all the surface molecules and those obtained by con-
sidering only the methanol or only the water molecules is evident. While the
water and methanol molecules together cover the surface rather uniformly, the
methanol (or the water) molecules alone show a rather strong surface aggrega-
tion; they are concentrated at different parts of the surface, leaving large areas
empty for the other component. The exponential decay of the latter distribu-
tions at large A values is evident when they are shown on a logarithmic scale,
where this decay appears to be a straight line (Figure 3.28b). The asymme-
try of the P (A) distribution is always the strongest for the minor component
of the system, irrespective of whether this component is water or methanol,
indicating that this minor component forms isolated two-dimensional islands
at the surface, which are surrounded by the major component. This observed
microscopic scale separation of the surface molecules is obviously related to
their segregation along the surface normal axis: as it has been discussed ear-
lier, surface methanol molecules prefer to stay at the humps, whereas waters
remain at the wells of the microscopically rugged surface. The observed lateral
segregation of the surface water and methanol molecules is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.29, showing the projections of the surface water and methanol O atoms
to the macroscopic plane of the surface Y Z in an instantaneous equilibrium
snapshot of the system containing 5% methanol molecules.
3.3.4 Structure of the liquid/vapour interface of
water-acetonitrile mixtures
Mixtures of water and acetonitrile are widely used in a number of fields of
chemistry, such as in chromatography, electrochemistry as well as in organic
synthesis as the reaction media. Acetonitrile is a highly polar solute, which is
also able to form hydrogen bond with water as the H acceptor partner. How-
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ever, due to the lack of H atoms to be donated, neat acetonitrile is a strongly
polar but non-hydrogen bonding liquid. Further, besides the strongly dipolar
C≡N group, the acetonitrile molecule also bears an apolar CH3 group. The
presence of these two groups of markedly different polarity gives an amphiphilic
character to the acetonitrile molecule. Thus, similarly to methanol, acetoni-
trile also shows all the important properties of real amphiphils from bulk phase
aggregation [117, 118] to surface adsorption [39], although in a considerably
weaker form.
Due to these properties water-acetonitrile mixtures have been widely stud-
ied by a number of experimental methods, such as X-ray diffraction [114, 115],
neutron scattering [116], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [117], mass [91]
and infrared spectroscopy [114, 119] as well as by nonlinear optical methods
such as sum frequency generation spectroscopy [89, 120–122]. Among oth-
ers, the properties of pure acetonitrile [123–127] and water-acetonitrile mix-
tures of various compositions have been investigated by computer simula-
tions [39, 53, 115, 117–119, 128–130].
However, in contrast to the wealth of computer simulation studies of the
bulk liquid phase of such mixtures, focusing mostly on the specific, N-accepted
hydrogen bonding interaction acting between the unlike molecules [115, 117,
119, 128, 129] and on the microheterogeneities occurring in the liquid [117, 118],
computer simulation studies on the liquid/vapour interface of water-acetonitrile
mixtures have, to the best of our knowledge, only been reported twice [39,
53]. Following his earlier study on bulk liquid phase water-acetonitrile mix-
tures [118], Mountain analysed the manifestations of microheterogeneities also
at the liquid/vapour interface of these systems, and observed a strong tendency
of the acetonitrile molecules for surface adsorption [39]. Such an adsorption
has also been evidenced in a recent study of Paul and Chandra [53], who went
beyond the analysis of the density profiles across the interface, and focused
primarily on how the presence of the interface influences the hydrogen bond-
ing of neighbouring molecules. However, they have only very briefly addressed
the question of how the individual molecules are oriented relative to the inter-
face [53].
In this section I present our studies on the properties of the liquid/vapour
interface of water-acetonitrile solution. We performed simulations of four dif-
ferent mixtures, containing 3, 5, 10 and 15% acetonitrile. For water molecules
we used the TIP4P model [73], while acetonitrile molecules were described by
the three-site OPLS-type model of Jorgensen and Briggs [124]. In this model
the CH3 group is treated as a united atom, and the structure of the acetoni-
trile molecule was kept unchanged during the simulations by the SETTLE
algorithm [69].
3.3.4.1 Density profiles
The calculated number density profiles of the respective molecules (water mo-
lecules represented by their O atoms, while acetonitrile molecules by their C
atom) and the mass density profiles of the four systems simulated are shown
in Figure 3.30. The obtained acetonitrile density profiles ρAN(X) show a huge
peak between the bulk liquid and vapour phases, indicating the strong tendency
of the acetonitrile molecules for being adsorbed at the surface. The presence
of this acetonitrile-rich outer region originates in the amphiphilic character of
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the molecule. This adsorption effect seems to be even stronger than in the case
of water-methanol mixtures, which can be explained by the fact that, due to
the lack of suitable hydrogen atoms to be donated, the acetonitrile molecules
can form significantly less hydrogen bonds than methanols which makes their
presence disadvantageous in the bulk aqueous phase.
Figure 3.30: Number density profile of water (top panel) and acetonitrile (sec-
ond panel) molecules, mass density profile of the entire system (third panel)
and mass density profile of the surface layer (bottom panel) in the four dif-
ferent systems simulated. Results obtained in the systems containing 3, 5,
10, and 15% acetonitrile are shown by circles, dashed, solid and dotted lines,
respectively, the profiles corresponding to the liquid/vapour interface of neat
water are also shown for reference. All profiles shown are averaged over the
two surfaces in the basic simulation box.
In order to further analyse the strength of the adsorption and study how
many layers are affected, we calculated the acetonitrile mole fraction among
the molecules that are located at the surface, at the second layer and also at the
third layer beyond the surface. The composition of these layers as a function
of the overall acetonitrile concentration of the simulated systems are shown in
Figure 3.31, and the corresponding data are also collected in Table 3.7. As is
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seen, acetonitrile is strongly adsorbed at the surface layer; e.g. at 15% overall
acetonitrile concentration nearly 90% of the surface molecules is acetonitrile. In
contrast with methanol, the adsorption of acetonitrile can still be observed in
the second layer of the surface. This indicates that in case of water-acetonitrile
mixtures the effect of the vicinity of the vapour phase does not necessarily
vanish at the surface layer, it can also influence deeper regions of the system.
Figure 3.31: Composition of the surface layer (black circles) as well as of the
second (open triangles) and third (crossed squares) layers beyond the surface
as a function of the overall acetonitrile concentration of the system, as resulted
from the simulations. The lines connecting the symbols are just guides to the
eye.
We also calculated the mass density profiles of the molecules that belong to
the surface layer. The profiles obtained in the four different systems simulated
are also shown in Figure 3.30. As it can be seen, these distributions has also
a symmetrical Gaussian shape, as in case of the interfaces of the previously
studied systems, indicating that the real surface of the liquid phase fluctuates
along the Y Z plane of the simulation box. To determine the width of the
interface, we calculated the width of the Gaussian at the half maximum. The
obtained δ values are presented in Table 3.7. It can be seen that, as a trend,
the width of the surface increases with increasing acetonitrile mole fraction in
the system. This finding can, at least partly, be attributed to the fact that,
similarly to the case of water-methanol mixtures, the size of the acetonitrile
molecule is larger than that of water, and hence, the more acetonitrile molecules
are located at the surface the broader the surface is. It can also be noted that
the δ values compared to those obtained in the case of the water-methanol
mixtures are only slightly larger at smaller solute concentrations, while in the
system containing 15% of acetonitrile, i.e., when the surface layer is nearly
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Table 3.7: Width of the interface δ, and acetonitrile mole fraction in different
layers of the surface in the four systems simulated. (The width of neat water
liquid/vapour interface is included for reference.)
acetonitrile acetonitrile mole fraction
concentration δ (Å) surface layer second layer third layer
0.00 4.2
0.03 4.9 0.23 0.017 0.0
0.05 5.1 0.42 0.047 0.016
0.10 5.3 0.70 0.20 0.049
0.15 7.1 0.88 0.48 0.20
saturated, this difference becomes larger.
For further analysing this point we defined two sub-regions of the surface
layer as in the previous systems: region C and region B, the liquid and vapour
side of the density distribution of the surface molecules up to the point, where
the density reaches 50% of its maximum value.
3.3.4.2 Residence time of the molecules at the surface
In order to analyse the dynamical properties of the surface molecules we also
calculated the intermittent survival probability L(t) of the water and acetoni-
trile molecules located at the surface layer. The L(t) functions calculated for
water and acetonitrile molecules are shown in Figure 3.32, and the evaluated
intermittent resident times τ are collected in Table 3.8.
It is evident from the figure that the water molecules stay considerably
shorter at the surface than the acetonitrile molecules, and the lower the ace-
tonitrile concentration is, the larger becomes this difference. Namely, in the
case of the 15% acetonitrile mixture the residence time of water is nearly 8
times, while in the 3% mixture it is already 20 times smaller than that of
acetonitrile. It is also seen that both molecules stay, on average, longer at
the surface layer in the systems of lower acetonitrile concentration, and this
effect is considerably stronger in the case of the acetonitrile than of the water
molecules.
This trend is the same as observed for the water-methanol mixtures, how-
ever this effect is weaker here for the acetonitrile, and the intermittent resident
times τ are about 20 ps smaller than in the methanol solutions at the same con-
centrations. This difference stems from the fact that the methanol molecules
can form optimally three hydrogen bonds with their neighbours (irrespective
of whether these neighbours are waters or methanols), further stabilizing their
presence at the surface layer. Acetonitrile molecules, on the other hand, can
only act as acceptors in hydrogen bonding, and hence, in the nearly saturated
surface layer (i.e., in the lack of water molecules) they do not have the possi-
bility to form hydrogen bonds. This effect is also reflected in the fact that the
intermittent residence times of the water molecules are also somewhat smaller
then in case of the water-methanol mixtures.
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Figure 3.32: Intermittent survival probability of the water (top panel) and
acetonitrile (bottom panel) molecules in the surface layer of the systems sim-
ulated. For comparison, the curve corresponding to liquid/vapour interface of
neat water is also shown.
Table 3.8: Intermittent residence times of water and acetonitrile molecules,
and the surface roughness parameters of the systems simulated. The values
corresponding to the liquid/vapour interface of neat water are also shown for
reference.
acetonitrile τ (ps) ξ a (Å)
concentration water acetonitrile
0.0 13.6 0.54 ± 0.10 2.16
0.03 7.9 143 0.59 ± 0.03 2.38
0.05 5.9 81.3 0.60 ± 0.02 2.54
0.10 5.4 46.7 0.60 ± 0.02 2.56
0.15 3.9 30.5 0.63 ± 0.02 2.80
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3.3.4.3 Orientational properties of the surface molecules
To determine the orientational preferences of the acetonitrile molecules, we do
not need to define two angular variables, because the acetonitrile model used
has a linear structure, and hence its orientation can be uniquely described by
the cosine distribution of one single angle. In our study, we calculated the
cosine distribution of the angle α, formed by the surface normal vector X and
the vector pointing from the N atom to the methyl group of the molecule. We
calculated the P (cosα) distributions of the four systems simulated in the entire
surface layer, in region B (humps) and in region C (wells) of the surface, and
also in the second layer of molecules beyond the surface. These distributions
and the illustrations of the preferred orientational alignments are shown in
Figure 3.33.
As it can be seen, at small acetonitrile concentrations the P (cosα) distri-
butions exhibit a peak at about the cosα = 0.3 value, while the distribution
slightly flattens out at higher concentrations, and its peak is shifted toward
larger cosα values. These two peaks of P (cosα) are marked by IAN and IIAN,
respectively. In the corresponding alignments the acetonitrile molecule is tilted
by about 70◦ relative to the interface normal axis X (IAN), and it is perpen-
dicular to the interface (IIAN), pointing by the CH3 group to the vapour phase
in both cases. In further analysing the alignment of the molecules at different
parts of the surface layer, it is seen, that in region B (i.e. at the humps of the
molecularly rough surface) the orientation marked by IAN dominates at every
acetonitrile concentrations. On the other hand, in region C another peak ap-
pears on the P (cosα) distribution at cosα value −1 besides that of orientation
IIAN in the 10% and 15% systems. This orientation, marked by IIIAN, corre-
sponds again to the perpendicular alignment of the molecule to the surface, but
here the N atom points toward the vapour phase. Since our previous findings
indicated that the presence of the interface affects also the second layer of the
molecules in these systems (see section 3.3.4.1), we also analysed here the ori-
entation of the molecules in the second layer beneath the surface. As it can be
seen from Figure 3.33, in the second layer of the more concentrated (i.e., 10%
and 15%) systems, orientation IIIAN is the most preferred alignment, while in
case of the more dilute systems a new peak appears at cosα ∼ −0.3. This
peak, marked by IVAN, corresponds to the tilted alignment of the acetonitrile
molecules, but here the methyl group points to the liquid phase.
In understanding the physical origin of the observed behaviour, one has to
notice that in the surface layer the preferred alignment of the acetonitrile dipole
vectors is the opposite of that in the second layer, thus the molecules in these
orientational alignments can form strong dipole-dipole interactions with each
other: IAN with IVAN and IIAN with IIIAN. Some of the possible preferential
arrangements are illustrated in Figure 3.34.
In order to study the orientational statistics of the water molecules we calcu-
lated the P (cosϑ, φ) bivariate joint distribution using the same definition of the
angular variables as in section 3.3.1.2 (see also Figure 3.8). These P (cosϑ, φ)
distributions, calculated for the entire surface layer, for the molecules located
at regions C and B, and also for the second layer of molecules are shown in
Figure 3.35. The illustrations of the preferred alignments of the water mole-
cules in the mixed systems and, as a reference, the distributions corresponding
to the liquid/vapour interface of neat water are also shown in this figure.
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Figure 3.33: Orientational profile of the acetonitrile molecules at the entire
surface layer (top panel), in its regions C (second panel) and B (third panel),
and at the second layer beyond the surface (bottom panel) in the four systems
simulated. Illustrations of the preferred orientations are also shown, the arrows
represent the surface normal vector X, pointing to the vapour phase.
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Figure 3.34: Observed orientational preferences and the illustration of the
possible dipole-dipole interactions and hydrogen-bonding patterns in water-
acetonitrile mixtures. The solid and dotted curves represent the rippled surface
of the liquid phase.
As it can be seen at a glance, in the presence of acetonitrile, the preferred
orientational alignment of the surface water molecules is significantly changed.
However, in the distributions calculated for the entire system still the cosϑ ∼ 0
and φ ∼ 0◦ point has the highest probability (this orientation is marked by I),
such as in the case of the liquid/vapour interface of neat water. Nevertheless,
in the presence of acetonitrile the pattern of the orientational maps is clearly
changed, and the distributions become asymmetrical as they show higher prob-
abilities at smaller cosϑ values. With analysing the orientational distributions
calculated at different regions of the surface layer, it is seen, that orientations
II and III observed, in neat water is completely missing from the orientational
maps of the water-acetonitrile mixtures. Instead, both in regions B and C,
the smaller φ and cosϑ values are preferred. Namely, at the humps of the
molecularly rough surface (at region B) a peak appears at cosϑ ∼ −0.5 and
φ < 30◦. This orientational preference is marked by IV, and corresponds to
the alignment where the plane of the molecule is tilted by about 30◦, and both
hydrogen atoms point to the liquid phase. In region C the parallel alignment
of the water molecules (orientation I) is preferred, while at higher concentra-
tions a second peak, marked by V appears in these P (cosϑ, φ) distributions at
cosϑ ∼ −1 and φ ∼ 0◦. In this case the water molecule stays perpendicular to
the surface and both hydrogen atoms point toward the liquid phase. As this
orientation becomes stronger with higher acetonitrile concentration, this peak
gives larger contribution to the characteristic properties of the entire surface.
As in case of acetonitrile, we have to focus again on the dipolar orientation
of water molecules. In orientations IV and V the dipole vector of the water
molecule is slightly tilted or perpendicular to the surface, pointing to the liquid
phase in both cases. As it can be noticed, water in these orientations can form
strong antiparallel oriented dipole pairs with the acetonitrile in orientations IAN
and IIAN, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 3.34. Moreover, water molecules
in orientations IV and V are also capable of forming a hydrogen bond with each
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Figure 3.35: Orientational maps of the water molecules located at the second
layer beyond the surface (first column), at the surface layer (second column),
and in regions C and B of the surface layer (third column and last column,
respectively) of the four mixed systems simulated. The orientational maps of
water molecules at the liquid/vapour interface of neat water is also shown as
a reference. The preferred orientations of water molecules are also illustrated.
Lighter shades of grey indicate higher probabilities; the spacing of the con-
tour lines is 1 × 10−4. The preferred orientations of water molecules are also
illustrated.
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Figure 3.36: Average normal distance of two surface molecules as a function of
their lateral distance in the seven different systems simulated. For comparison,
the curve corresponding to neat water is also shown.
other. However, as the number of the water molecules located at the surface
layer is significantly less than that of the acetonitrile, the water-acetonitrile
dipole-dipole interactions rather than water-water hydrogen bonding is the
driving force determining the orientations of the surface water molecules.
It should also be noted that, in contrast with what was found in the case
of neat water or water-methanol mixtures, clear orientational preferences of
the molecules can still be observed in the second molecular layer beneath the
surface. Although this preference is much weaker than in the first layer. The
acetonitrile orientation preferred in the second layer is right the opposite of
what is found to be preferred in the first molecular layer at the surface, indicat-
ing again the possibility of neighbouring molecules forming strong antiparallel
dipole pairs with each other. This finding is also in agreement with our result
already discussed in section 3.3.4.1, i.e., that in the case of water-acetonitrile
mixtures the presence of the interface also affects the second layer of the mole-
cules. This finding can be explained by the stronger adsorption ability and the
slightly larger size of the acetonitrile molecules as well as the relatively long
ranged nature of the dipolar interactions.
3.3.4.4 Surface roughness
In order to study the surface roughness, we calculated the d(l) curves: the
average normal distance d of two surface molecules as a function of their lateral
distance l. The slope ξ of the linear portion of the d(l) curve at small l values
and the saturation value a of this curve at large l values can characterize the
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frequency and amplitude of the rough surface, respectively. The d(l) curves
are shown in Figure 3.36 and parameters ξ and a are presented in Table 3.8.
Following from the previous results, the amplitude parameter a increases
with increasing acetonitrile concentration, while this tendency is not so strong
for the frequency parameter ξ. This means that the increasing acetonitrile
concentration results in larger humps and deeper wells at the surface layer,
but the neighbouring humps and wells does not become significantly closer to
each other. This increase of the surface amplitude with increasing acetonitrile
concentration can be simply explained by the larger size of the acetonitrile than
that of the water molecule.
3.3.4.5 Surface aggregation
We performed Voronoi analysis for the molecules of the surface layer – as in
the case of the water-methanol mixtures –, in order to characterize the self-
aggregation and local inhomogeneities that are present at the surface layer.
First we projected the O atom of the water, and the C atom of the acetoni-
trile molecules onto the Y Z-plane of the simulation box, i.e., the macroscopic
plane of the surface. Then we determined the Voronoi polygons (VP) corre-
sponding to these atoms in three ways, (i) considering both the O and C atoms
(thus, both the water and acetonitrile molecules), (ii) considering only the wa-
ter molecules (O atoms) and (iii) considering only the acetonitrile molecules
(C atoms). The calculated distributions are shown in Figure 3.37.
As it can be seen, when considering all the molecules, the P (A) distribution
is symmetric and has a narrow Gaussian shape, indicating that the water and
acetonitrile molecules together cover the surface rather uniformly. On the
contrary, the area distributions of the VP calculated only for the water or
only for the acetonitrile molecules are highly asymmetric, in particular, when
the concentration of the given molecule is low at the surface layer. Thus,
both molecules show a rather strong tendency surface aggregation; they are
concentrated at certain domains of the surface, leaving large areas empty for
the other component. The observed lateral segregation of the surface water and
acetonitrile molecules is illustrated in Figure 3.38, on instantaneous snapshots
of the surface layer of the systems containing 3% and 5% acetonitrile.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter I have described a new method, which can be used to identify
truly interfacial molecules (i.e., molecules that are in a direct contact with the
other phase) in interfacial systems seen at molecular resolution, a situation that
regularly occurs in computer simulations. Although the method inherently
contains a free parameter, the radius of the probe sphere used to scan the
molecules at the interface, the list of the truly interfacial molecules, and hence
the structural properties of the interface depend only rather weakly on this
parameter, given that its value falls in a physically sensible range (i.e., it does
not differ strongly from the size of the atoms constituting the phase of interest).
Based on the list of the truly interfacial molecules we proposed two possible
measures of the roughness of the surface. The bivariate distribution of the
lateral and normal distances of the interfacial molecules can provide a full
statistical description of the surface morphology. For practical purposes, on
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Figure 3.37: Area distribution of the Voronoi polygons calculated with all
the molecules (top panel), only with the water molecules (middle panel), and
only with the acetonitrile molecules (bottom panel) in the four different mixed
systems simulated.
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Figure 3.38: Instantaneous snapshots of the surface layer of the systems con-
taining 3% (left) and 5% (right) acetonitrile molecules (top view), as taken
out from an equilibrium configuration for illustrating surface aggregation. Red
and white balls represent the oxygen and hydrogen atoms of the water mole-
cules, while the CH3 groups, the C atoms and the N atom of the acetonitrile
molecules are shown by dark grey, light grey and blue, respectively.
the other hand, the parameters ξ and a, characterizing the dependence of the
average normal distance of two surface molecules on their lateral distance, can
serve as appropriate measures of the frequency and amplitude of the surface
roughness, respectively.
To show the power of the new method, first we applied it to the liq-
uid/vapour interface of water [63], and pointed out the importance of the
identification of the truly interfacial molecules in the structural analyses of
interfaces. As an immediate result of the new method we demonstrated that
the orientational preferences of the interfacial water molecules depend solely on
the local curvature of the interface, and hence these preferences are the same
for waters located at the highly curved wells of an interface, which is flat on
a larger scale, as for waters hydrating small apolar solutes. It has also been
shown that, similarly to the hydration waters located at the surface of various
large solute molecules (e.g., proteins or DNA), the surface waters also form a
percolating hydrogen bonded network here, consisting of the vast majority of
the water molecules that belong to the surface layer. On the other hand, hy-
drogen bonding within the second molecular layer beyond the surface is found
to be suppressed due to the large number of hydrogen bonds that connect the
molecules of the first and second layers.
To study the effect of the apolar phase on the properties of the surface water
molecules, we performed the detailed analysis of the liquid/liquid interface of
water and CCl4 [64], as well as we demonstrated, that our method can be
used successfully to liquid/liquid interfaces too. The analysis of the width
and roughness of the interface revealed that there is no well defined empty or
“vapour” layer between the two bulk liquid phases, the relatively large density
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of the empty cavities at the interfacial region, observed previously [108], is
simply a consequence of the orientations of the interfacial molecules of the two
phases being not fully compatible with each other, i.e., the two interfacial layers
cannot be attached together in a close-contact manner. This incompatibility is
probably due to the fact that the orientation of the interfacial molecules is such
that the interfacial layer is in close contact with the second layer beneath the
interface. Finally, the orientation of the interfacial water molecules is found to
be very similar to what we observed at the liquid/vapour interface of water.
We studied the liquid/vapour interface of water-methanol [65] and water-
acetonitrile [66] mixtures at different concentrations and showed how the de-
termination of the full list of the surface molecules opens the possibility of
calculating such properties that was hardly possible before. The obtained re-
sults showed that the surface layer of the systems is characterized by a con-
siderably higher solute concentration than the bulk phase of the liquid, thus,
both methanol and acetonitrile strongly adsorbs at the surface. In addition to
this adsorption the water and methanol molecules were clearly found to prefer
remaining at different parts of the surface. Thus, methanols are preferentially
located at the humps, whereas waters are located at the wells of the molecu-
larly rough surface. These different preferences of the two types of molecules
lead to a microscopic separation of them along the surface normal axis. In
addition, a microscopic separation of the two components in the macroscopic
plane of the surface was also observed, both for water-methanol and water-
acetonitrile mixtures. Thus, the minor component of the surface layer formed
isolated islands of aggregates, leaving the rest of the surface free for the major
component, rather than being distributed uniformly in the entire surface.
Studying the dynamical properties of the surface we found that the resi-
dence time of the solute molecules is an order of magnitude larger than that
of water molecules. In other words, when water and methanol, or water and
acetonitrile molecules are competing for staying away from the surface, wa-
ter molecules can leave the surface layer an order of magnitude faster than
methanol or acetonitrile molecules.
Surface methanol molecules were found to prefer to remain perpendicular
to the (macroscopic) plane of the surface, as their O–CH3 bond is perpendic-
ular to this plane pointing by the methyl group to the vapour phase. In this
orientation, the methanol molecule can safely maintain all three of its potential
hydrogen bonds with its neighbours. Although a similar orientation (i.e., when
one of the O–H bonds points straight to the vapour phase by the H atom)
is also preferred by the water molecules at the surface of neat liquid water,
this preference no longer prevails in the presence of methanol since methanol
molecules, being in excess number at this part of the surface, can expel water
molecules from these positions. Otherwise the preferred orientations for wa-
ter molecules were found the be very similar as for the pure water. In case
of acetonitrile the molecules were found to orient perpendicular and slightly
tilted to the interface, either pointing their methyl group or N atom toward
the vapour phase in the different parts of the interface, in order to maximize
their dipole-dipole interactions. The water molecules were found to adjust
to this orientation pattern and remaining parallel to the interface or strongly
tilted, pointing with their H atoms toward the liquid phase.
Finally, an important conclusion of this study, in line with some former
results [55] is the finding that the effect of the vicinity of the apolar phase on
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the properties of the aqueous liquid phase does not necessarily extend beyond
the first layer of molecules at the surface. Further even in the case of the
strongly adsorbing and slightly larger acetonitrile molecules, the properties of
the molecules belonging to the second or third layer were found not to be
considerably different from those observed in the bulk liquid phase.
4 Bile acids
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Biological importance of bile acids
Bile acids (often referred their ionic forms, bile salts) are steroid acids predom-
inantly found in the bile of mammals are among the most important biological
surfactants. These molecules are biosynthetized in the liver by the oxidation
of cholesterol, in the quantity of approximately 300–400 mg daily in a human
body, and after chemical modifications they are stored in the gallbladder [131].
Bile acids serve multiple functions in the living body due to their detergent
properties: they act as emulsifiers of lipids, bilirubin and various fat-soluble
vitamins in the intestine and also helps in breaking down fat goblets into tiny
droplets, eliminating cholesterol from the body and catabolites from the liver
and also help aiding in the reduction of the bacteria flora found in the small
intestine and biliary tract. In humans, the most important bile acids are cholic
acid, deoxycholic acid, and chenodeoxycholic acid (their structure is shown on
Figure 4.1). Prior to their secretion by the liver, they are conjugated with
either the amino acid glycine or taurine, and sometimes with a sulfate or a glu-
curonide. This conjugation increases their water solubility, preventing passive
re-absorption once secreted into the small intestine. It has to be noted that
these molecules has a strong detergent behaviour, so bile acids are potentially
toxic to the living cell, thus their levels are tightly regulated. The importance
of studying the structure and the behaviour of this group of molecules is em-
phasised by the fact that the German chemist, Heinrich Otto Wieland won the
Nobel-prize in chemistry for his research into the bile acids in 1927.
Figure 4.1: Schematic structure of the three most important bile acids: cholic
acid, deoxycholic acid and chenodeoxycholic acid.
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4.1.2 Structural and colloidal properties of bile salts
The bile salts have a markedly different structure than those of conventional,
widely used industrial surfactants. Namely, instead of being built up by a
small, strongly polar or even charged head and a long apolar hydrocarbon tail
group, these ions, containing a large, rigid, and quasi-planar tetracyclic ring
system, are characterized by a hydrophilic (α) and a hydrophobic (β) face.
This unusual amphiphilic structure is originated in the fact that the hydrophilic
(OH) and hydrophobic (CH3) groups attached to this ring system are located
at different sides of it. Further, in the case of the deoxycholate ion, the polar
groups are arranged along one edge of the tetracyclic ring system. Hence, this
ion is characterized by a hydrophilic edge rather than a hydrophilic face. The
structures of the deoxycholate and cholate ions are shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Schematic (top) and spatial (bottom) structure of the cholate
(left) and deoxycholate (right) ions. The numbering scheme of the atoms used
throughout the chapter and the notation used for the O atoms (A, B, C and D)
located at different positions are also indicated. In the spatial view of the ions,
the C atoms (as well as the CH, CH2, and CH3 united atoms) are marked by
grey, the O atoms by red, and the H atoms of the OH groups by white colour.
However, besides their biological importance, the aggregates of bile acid
salts are also of fundamental physico-chemical interest, as their behaviour is
different from that of ordinary aliphatic surfactants in several respects. Namely,
the critical micelle conentration (cmc) of bile salts is lower than that of simple
aliphatic surfactants, and it appears as a certain concentration range rather
than a single value. Bile salt micelles are characterized by their considerably
smaller aggregation number and higher polydispersity than that of the con-
ventional amphiphils. (It should be noted that, in spite of their often rather
low aggregation number, i.e., about 2–5, these clusters of the bile ions are also
called micelles in the literature, and therefore, I also use this nomenclature
here.) Further, these properties also show a strong concentration dependence.
In particular, the mean aggregation number of bile salt micelles exhibits a rapid
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increase in a certain concentration range, a phenomenon that is not shown by
the majority of other amphiphilic molecules. Hence, for instance, the mean
aggregation number of cholate or deoxycholate ions is about 2–5 in solutions
of 10–50 mM concentration but becomes about 20 when the concentration is
increased above 100 mM [132]. This unusual behaviour of the bile acid salt ag-
gregates has initiated a large number of studies targeting the physico-chemical
properties of their aqueous solutions [133–143], the results of which are sum-
marized in several review articles published in this field [144–146].
It is now clear that differences in the behaviour of aggregates formed by bile
acid salts and ordinary aliphatic surfactants stem from the different structures
of the constituting molecules. To explain the unusual aggregation behaviour
of these molecules, several different aggregation schemes have been proposed
in the literature [136–141, 147]. The most widely accepted of these models
is the primary-secondary micelle model of Small [147], in which the primary
micelles are thought to be formed by hydrophobic interactions, and the bile
ions turn to each other by their hydrophobic β side. The larger secondary
aggregates are built up by the association of these primary micelles via inter-
molecular hydrogen bonds between the different hydroxyl groups. This model
was supported by the results of several nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurements [134, 135].
However, this idea of Small also has been challenged by several authors. Li
and McGown studied model aggregates of tauro-cholate [136] and optimized
them by molecular mechanical calculations. They have concluded that only the
hydrophobic interaction plays an important role in the aggregation, whereas
no considerable amount of hydrogen bonds was found neither in primary nor
in secondary micelles. It should be noted, however, that in these calcula-
tions their systems did not contain any water molecules. Oakenfull and Fisher
performed density and conductometry measurements on aqueous solutions of
sodium cholate and sodium deoxycholate and found that near the cmc the frac-
tion of bile ions that formed hydrogen bonds with another ion was relatively
high [137, 139, 140]. Further, they observed even trimers and tetramers that
were kept together by hydrogen bonds. In explaining these findings, they dis-
cussed also the possible stabilization effect originating in specific relative orien-
tations of the bile ions. Later, Venkatesan et al. demonstrated that increasing
the number of hydroxyl groups (by attaching various glucose derivatives) at the
hydrophilic α side of the steroid ring leads to a decrease of the cmc, indicating
that hydrogen bonds probably play an important role even in the formation of
primary micelles [141].
An anticipated consequence of the unusual aggregation of the bile ions is
that the shape of their aggregates is probably markedly different from that of
conventional micelles (i.e., spherical, rodlike, or bilayer). In particular, one can
expect a rather irregular shape for the large secondary aggregates. Although
the expected unusual morphology of the bile salt micelles should ultimately
originate from their unusual molecular structure (and hence, it can be different
even for different bile salts), to our knowledge, no systematic study of the
morphology of bile salt micelles has been presented yet.
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4.1.3 Counterion binding in bile salt micelles
In the micelle formation of ionic surfactants, counterion binding is an important
phenomenon, because the bound counterions can compensate, at least partly,
the net charge of the micelle, although, according to the leading theory of
micellization, counterion binding is assumed not to take part in the micelle
formation. The phenomenon of counterion binding has been the subject of
extensive theoretical [148–150] and experimental [151–158] investigations. The
extent of the counterion binding β is usually defined as the ratio of the average








Here the brackets 〈...〉 denote ensemble averaging, and the asterisk in 〈S〉∗
refers to the fact that monomers are excluded from the averaging. The size S
of a micelle simply means the number of amphiphilic ions building it up. In
experimental studies, a great number of possible methods, relying on either
equilibrium (e.g., counterion activity, spectroscopic measurements, Donnan
equilibrium, etc.) or transport properties (e.g., electrokinetic measurements
and electric conductivity) are available for examining this phenomenon. How-
ever, results obtained with different experimental methods are not always in
accordance with each other. Thus, for example, in the case of sodium dode-
cyl sulphate, one of the most commonly used simple aliphatic surfactant, the
experimental values of β scatter from 0.12 [152] to 0.5 [153]. The situation is
even more dramatic in the case of bile ions, when the experimentally reported
counterion binding values do not even agree with each other in their order of
magnitude. Several authors deduced values around 0.2 [154–157] in the con-
centration range below 50 mM: Moroi et al. reported the counterion binding in
bile salt micelles value of 0.18 [154] and 0.23 [155] for sodium deoxycholate at
28 and 30 mM concentration, respectively, and of 0.22 [155] and 0.21 [156] for
sodium cholate at 30 mM. Sugihara et al. obtained β = 0.7 for both sodium
cholate and deoxycholate systems above the first cmc, [158] which is the high-
est counterion binding value reported for such systems. However, Coello and
co-workers published an order of magnitude smaller counterion binding values
for sodium cholate at several concentrations, i.e., 0.028 at 46 mM, 0.059 at
94 mM, and 0.16 at 205 mM [159]. Finally, Bandyopahyay and Moulik found
no counterion binding (i.e., β = 0 ) in the low concentration region, not far
above the first cmc in the solutions of both sodium cholate and sodium deoxy-
cholate [152]. They also studied mixed micelles of sodium cholate and sodium
deoxycholate with sodium dodecyl sulphate, and found that the more aliphatic
surfactant is added to the aqueous solution of bile acid salts, the higher is the
measured counterion binding. Thus, in the presence of 15% of sodium dodecyl
sulphate, the counterion binding is 0.11 and 0.15, whereas with 50% of sodium
dodecyl sulphate, this value is 0.47 and 0.57 for cholate and deoxycholate,
respectively.
Such big differences in the results of different experiments cannot be simply
explained by the obvious experimental difficulties and uncertainties; they are,
at least partly, also related to the different theoretical considerations and (of-
ten hidden) assumptions used in the interpretation of the experimental data.
Clearly, the strength of binding a counterion to an oppositely charged micelle
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can vary continuously with the relative position of the micelle and the counte-
rion, whereas in interpreting the results of any experiment, certain counterions
have to be regarded as “bound”, whereas the others have to be regarded as
“unbound” ones. In other words, one has to use a limiting strength of the
binding, and only counterions bound stronger than this limiting value should
be regarded as bound ones. This limiting strength is usually defined implicitly,
through various physical characteristics (e.g., mobility, activity, etc.) of the
ions, and thus, it obviously does not agree when using different experimental
methods. In this respect, the experimentally measured value of counterion
binding is an ill-defined quantity.
From the structural point of view, there are two possible physically mean-
ingful definitions of the bound counterions. In one of these possible definitions,
only the counterions that are in close contact with one of the surfactants in
a micelle are regarded as bound ones. Such a contact is usually made at the
oppositely charged group of the surfactant, and the counterions participating
in these contact charge pairs are certainly the strongest bound ones. However,
a physically equally meaningful definition can consider the counterions that are
separated from the oppositely charged surfactant by a water molecule as bound
ones, as well. Clearly, the water molecule separating the two ions is strongly
oriented by the electric field of the two opposite charges and can thus bind
the counterion to the micelle, although this binding is certainly considerably
weaker than direct charge pairing. Because computer simulation methods give
an atomistic level insight into the studied model system, they can provide a
unique opportunity of determining counterion binding in micellar systems and
resolving the apparent contradiction between the results of different experi-
ments in this respect.
4.1.4 Simulation studies of aqueous solutions of bile salts
Computer simulation methods are important in resolving the apparent contra-
dictions that are inherent in the previous aggregation models. They provide an
atomistic level insight into the model system studied, the relevance of which
could be proven by reproducing the experimentally observed behaviour of the
real system of interest [1]. Such simulations, unaffected by the assumptions
inherent in the data evaluation procedure of various experimental methods
and the possible pollution of the system, can resolve several important prob-
lems concerning the structural properties of the bile salt aggregates. These
investigations would be indispensable not only for learning the aggregation be-
haviour of surfactants of special structure but also for a deeper understanding
of solubilization processes occurring in the human body.
In spite of the obvious potentialities of computer simulations in the study
of amphiphilic aggregates, this method has only been applied for studying mi-
celles a few times [160–167]. The main limitation of such studies is still that
the available computing capacities do not allow the micellar systems studied
to reach thermodynamic equilibrium, which should involve dynamic exchange
between amphiphils that belong to a micelle and monomers, and also the ap-
pearance of micelles of different aggregation numbers, which is mandatory for
determining not only the mean aggregation number value but also its distri-
bution. Instead, previous micelle simulation studies of atomistic detail usually
dealt with one single spherical micelle, which was built up by a given number of
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surfactant molecules, without unbound monomers present in the system, and
the simulation was stopped before the first molecule could leave the aggregate
[161–165]. However, the problem of equilibration might be less severe in the
case of bile salt micelles, because in this case thermodynamic equilibrium could
be reached with considerably less computation due to the smaller aggregation
numbers characterizing these micelles. In spite of that, to our knowledge, bile
salt aggregates have been studied only a few times by computer simulation
methods. In the pioneering paper of Marrink and Mark [168], they focused on
the solubilization of cholesterol by bile ions. However, the problems discussed
previously concerning the aggregation behaviour of the cholate ions have not
been addressed in their work. Later Nakashima et al. [169] simulated sodium
chenodeoxycholate at infinite dilution (they placed only one single ion pair in
the simulation box), whereas Stephenson et al. reported a molecular dynamics
simulation study of the self-assembly behaviour of two triterpenoids, namely
asiatic and madecassaic acid, which have similar structure and properties to
bile acids [170]. Recently, Warren and co-workers simulated the spontaneous
aggregation of different bile salts, showing how the simulations reproduced
some features of the disk-shaped models [171].
In our work we performed molecular dynamic simulations of two widely
studied bile acid salts, namely, sodium cholate and sodium deoxycholate in
their aqueous solutions [172–174]. A part of the preliminary calculations have
been already presented in my MSc thesis [175], though, since then, we have
not only performed significantly longer simulations but increased the number
of studied systems in order to give a complex description of the properties and
behaviour of bile acid salts.
In the following chapter of the thesis a detailed analysis of the aggregational
properties of the bile ions and morphological description of their aggregates are
given and the counterion binding ability of these aggregates is also discussed.
4.2 Computational details
4.2.1 Details of the molecular dynamic simulations
Molecular dynamics simulations of the aqueous solutions of sodium cholate and
sodium deoxycholate have been performed at three different concentrations:
30, 90, and 300 mM, on the isothermal-isobaric ensemble at a temperature and
pressure of 298 K and 1 atm, respectively. The 30, 90, and 300 mM concen-
tration systems have consisted of 10, 27, and 124 ion pairs (bile ions and Na+
counterions) and 18000, 16000, and 20000 water molecules, respectively. Cu-
bic basic simulation box and standard periodic boundary conditions have been
applied. Water molecules have been modelled by the rigid, three-site SPC/E
potential [176]. The steroid ring system of the bile anions has been described
by the potential model of Höltje et al., developed originally for cholesterol
[177], based on the GROMOS87 force field [178]. The potential parameters
describing the ligands attached to the steroid ring system as well as the Na+
ions have also been taken from the GROMOS87 force field. The CH, CH2, and
CH3 groups have been treated as united atoms. The total energy of the system
has been calculated as the sum of the intramolecular and pairwise additive in-
teraction energy terms, the latter consisting of Lennard-Jones and Coulombic
interactions between the atoms belonging to different particles.
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of different simulations performed.
no. of no. of equilib. prod.
bile ion type c (mM) ion pairs waters V (Å3) run (ns) run (ns)
cholate 30 10 18000 5.53 ∗ 105 43 20
deoxycholate 30 10 18000 5.53 ∗ 105 27 20
cholate 90 27 16000 5.07 ∗ 105 51 20
deoxycholate 90 27 16000 5.07 ∗ 105 45 20
cholate 300 124 20000 6.67 ∗ 105 50 20
deoxycholate 300 124 20000 6.67 ∗ 105 21 20
The simulations have been performed using the GROMACS simulation
package [67]. The temperature and pressure of the system have been kept
constant by the Berendsen weak coupling algorithms [68], using coupling pa-
rameter values of 0.1 and 1.0 ps for the thermostat and barostat, respectively.
The bond lengths of the bile anions and water molecules have been kept fixed by
means of the LINCS [104] and SETTLE [69] algorithms, respectively. Lennard-
Jones interactions have been truncated to zero beyond the cutoff distance of
9.0 Å. The long-range part of the electrostatic interactions has been accounted
for using the Ewald summation method in the Smooth Particle Mesh Ewald
implementation [70], with a real space cutoff of 9.0 Å, a mesh grid of 1.2 Å,
and a spline order of 4. In the simulations, an integration time step of 2 fs has
been used.
Starting configurations have been generated by placing the sodium and
bile ions randomly in the basic box, avoiding overlaps, and filling the box
by placing units containing 216 water molecules in a previously equilibrated
configuration, removing the waters overlapping with the ions. Finally, some
more water molecules have been randomly removed to reach their required
number in the system. Energy minimization of the whole system has been
performed eventually, followed by a short molecular dynamics run at constant
energy with an integration step of 0.5 fs to further relax the system, before
starting the equilibration runs.
4.2.2 Equilibration of the systems
As a general rule, the equilibration of a simulated system is considered to be
attained if the slowest dynamical process that can be identified is also relaxed.
However, it often happens that some observables of interest do not depend in
a significant way on the slower relaxation processes, and therefore, the compu-
tation of average values as representative of their ensemble average are in some
sense justified. Average values are then typically computed, after the drift
phase of the observable has stopped, on a time scale that is larger than the in-
tegrated autocorrelation time of the variable of interest. Clearly, in the present
simulation, the aggregation of the bile ion is the slowest process of interest.
This process can be monitored through the mean size of the aggregates, which
is thus regarded as the slowest varying relevant quantity here. Two-particle
properties, such as pair correlation functions, are expected to relax considerably
faster than the mean size of the aggregates. Nevertheless, the equilibration of
such two-particle properties requires also the time within which the originally
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isolated bile ions can approach each other sufficiently closely and become con-
nected. The characteristic time of that is largest in the most dilute systems,
where the bile ions have to explore the largest volume for meeting another ion.
It is sensible to assume that before aggregating, the bile ions can move freely
for a long time, subject to a Brownian motion, and hence, within time t, they
can explore a region of the volume
√
(6Dt)3, where D is the diffusion coeffi-
cient of their centres-of-mass at infinite dilution. The calculation of the mean
square displacement of the bile ions led to the value of D = 7 × 10−4 nm2/ps
in both of the 30 mM systems, suggesting that an about 20 ns long trajec-
tory is needed for the bile ions to have a substantial probability of interacting
with each other and start the aggregation process. Therefore, we considered
the first 20 ns of each simulation as a (tentative) equilibration period at this
stage. Figure 4.3 shows the evolution of the total potential energy U of the six
systems simulated. It is clear that in the 30 and 90 mM systems, the value of
U has reached its equilibrium value much faster than the 20 ns length of this
tentative equilibration period. Unfortunately, the first 18 ns trajectory of the
300 mM sodium deoxycholate system has been lost. Nevertheless, it is seen
that the potential energy of this system is also equilibrated after the first 20 ns
of the runs. The full trajectories following the 20 ns long tentative equilibration
period have been used to calculate pair correlation functions, to create appro-
priate connectivity criteria for the further analyses. Having such connectivity
criteria, the aggregates of the bile ions can be unambiguously defined, and the
time evolution of the mean size of such aggregates can be monitored. This
allows us to estimate the time needed to relax even the aggregation procedure,
regarded to be the slowest relevant process here, and hence to determine the
true equilibration period required to relax the systems completely.
In the production phase, configurations have been saved every 20 ps for the
analyses. The details concerning the simulations, including the lengths of the
(true) equilibration and production phases, are summarized in Table 4.1. A
snapshot taken during the production run of each of the three sodium cholate
systems of different concentrations is shown in Figure 4.4.
4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Pair correlation functions and connectivity criteria
To identify the molecular aggregates of the cholate and deoxycholate ions un-
ambiguously, one has to define a connectivity criterion between these anions.
Further, to specify if such a connection involves hydrogen bonding or if it is
of hydrophobic origin, a definition for both hydrogen-bonded and hydrophobi-
cally bound pairs has to be given. Such connectivity criteria can be established
in a physically sensible way through the various pair correlation functions of
the cholate and deoxycholate anions. In this study, we have defined three such
criteria: the general connectivity (C) criterion, determining whether an anionic
pair is close enough to be regarded as connected to each other; the hydrogen-
bonding (H) criterion, determining whether an anionic pair is hydrogen-bonded
to each other; and the hydrophobic (P) criterion, determining whether an an-
ionic pair is bound to each other in a hydrophobic way. These three connectivity
criteria are defined through the pair correlation functions of the centres-of-mass
gCOM−COM(r), oxygen-oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen atom pairs (gOO(r) and
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Figure 4.3: Time evolution of the total potential energy U of the six systems
simulated. The dotted vertical lines indicate the end of the (20 ns long) ten-
tative equilibration period, whereas the dashed vertical lines show the end of
the real equilibration and start of the production phase of the simulations.
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Figure 4.4: Instantaneous snapshot of the 30 mM (right), 90 mM (middle),
and 300 mM (left) sodium cholate solutions, as taken out from the production
phase of the simulations. C and O atoms are in grey and red, respectively. For
clarity, the water molecules and the Na+ ions are omitted from the pictures.
gOH(r)), and methyl groups connected directly to the ring system (i.e., C1 and
C17 carbon atoms, see Figure 4.2) gMeMe(r). Besides these criteria, we have
also checked the anionic pairs connected at their negatively charged COO−
groups by the analysis of the pair correlation function of the C-type oxygen
atoms (i.e., that belong to the COO− group; see Figure 4.2). Such a pair could
be stabilized by either a Na+ ion that forms a charge complex with the two
anions or a bridging water molecule. However, we did not find a considerable
number of anionic pairs that are connected to each other in this way.
Finally, it should be noted that, although these connectivity criteria have
been defined on the basis of the pair correlation functions that are calculated
discarding only the first 20 ns trajectory of each run, their relevance has been
checked once the length of the full equilibration period has been determined for
each system. In fact, as expected, no considerable difference has been observed
in any of the pair correlation functions when calculated with the two different
equilibration and production run lengths.
4.3.1.1 Centre-of-mass – Centre-of-mass pair correlation functions
and connectivity (C) criterion
The centre-of-mass – centre-of-mass pair correlation functions of the cholate
and deoxycholate anions are shown in Figure 4.5 as obtained in the six differ-
ent systems considered. The gCOM−COM(r) functions calculated in the cholate
systems show three separate peaks at all three concentrations studied (although
in the 30 mM system, the second peak appears as a shoulder rather than a dis-
tinct peak). These peaks are located at about 6.0, 8.5, and 11.5 Å, respectively.
The first two of these peaks are also present at about the same distance in the
three deoxycholate systems, whereas the third peak appears as a separate one
only in the highest concentration deoxycholate solution (at about 13.5 Å, i.e.,
at considerably higher distances than in the cholate systems), whereas at lower
concentrations, a long, slowly decaying tail of the second peak appears instead.
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The first peak of the gCOM−COM(r) functions can be attributed to the pairs of
anions turning to each other either by their hydrophobic or by their hydrophilic
faces. The second peak of gCOM−COM(r), located at 8.5 Å, is given by bound
neighbours that are not stuck together forming a dimer. Such anions can either
form a flipped hydrogen-bonded pair (i.e., when they are kept together by only
one or two hydrogen bonds, possibly involving also the C-type oxygen atoms of
the COO− group as a H-acceptor, and the two ring systems are flipped away
from each other rather than being stuck together as in the case of the dimers),
or they can be neighbours in a micelle of higher aggregation number, in which
the neighbouring molecules must be farther away from each other than in a
dimer. Finally, the third peak, located at a distance roughly double that of the
first peak, is given by the second neighbouring anions that belong to the same
micelle. The broadening and shifting of this peak to higher distances in the
deoxycholate systems suggests that the shape of the micelles of these anions is
less determined, and thus, it can be of a wider variety than that of the cholate
anions.
On the basis of the analysis of the gCOM−COM(r) pair correlation functions,
we consider two anions being connected to each other if their centres-of-mass
are closer to each other than 10.75 Å (i.e., the position of the second minimum
(between the second and the third peaks) of gCOM−COM(r). This criterion
and the pairs satisfying it are referred to from now on as the C criterion and
C-bonded pairs, respectively.
4.3.1.2 Oxygen-oxygen pair correlation functions and the
hydrogen-bonding (H) criterion
All the possible pair correlation functions between the O atoms of different
positions of the cholate or deoxycholate anions are shown in Figure 4.6 as
obtained in the systems of three different concentrations. It is seen that, apart
from that of the OC–OC pairs, the first peak of the gOO(r) function of all
possible oxygen pairs appears always at about 2.75 Å (i.e., the distance that is
characteristic of hydrogen bonds). Similarly, the gOH(r) functions (not shown)
always have their first peak at about 1.75 Å (i.e., the average length of the
hydrogen bond). On the basis of the behaviour of the gOO(r) and gOH(r)
functions, we applied the following hydrogen-bonding definition. Two anions
are regarded as being hydrogen-bonded to each other if any of their O atoms
are closer to each other than 3.35 Å (i.e., the position of the first minimum of
the gOO(r) functions that follows the first hydrogen-bonding peak; see inset of
Figure 4.6), and, at the same time, a hydrogen atom that is connected to one of
these oxygens is closer to the other O atom than 2.45 Å (i.e., the first minimum
position of the gOH(r) function). Similar hydrogen-bond definitions are often
used in the simulation literature [15, 179–183]. Here, we call this criterion as
H criterion, and the anion pairs satisfying this criterion are referred to as the
H-bonded pairs.
The analysis of the first peak of the various gOO(r) functions can shed some
light on the hydrogen-bonding pattern of the H-bonded anion pairs and to the
relative importance of the hydrogen bonds formed by O atoms of different
positions. (The four possible positions of the O atoms in the cholate ion are
denoted by A–D, respectively. In the deoxycholate ions, the O atoms can only
occupy positions A–C. This notation of the different oxygen positions in the
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Figure 4.5: Centre-of-mass – centre-of-mass pair correlation function of the
cholate (left) and deoxycholate (right) ions in the 30 mM (top), 90 mM (mid-
dle), and 300 mM (bottom) solutions (solid lines). The contributions of the
H-bonded, P-bonded, and either H- or P-bonded pairs to these functions are
shown by open circles, solid circles, and dotted lines, respectively. The dashed
vertical lines show the limiting centre-of-mass – centre-of-mass distance used
in the definition of the C-bonding criterion.
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Figure 4.6: Pair correlation functions between the O atoms located at different
positions at the bile ions in the 30 mM (top), 90 mM (middle), and 300 mM
(bottom) solutions of sodium cholate (left) and sodium deoxycholate (right).
The notation of the different possible positions of the O atoms is illustrated
in Figure 4.2. The inset shows the OB–OC pair correlation function in the
300 mM sodium deoxycholate system on a different scale. The dotted vertical
line shows the limiting O–O distance used in the definition of the H-bonding
criterion.
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cholate and deoxycholate ions is illustrated in Figure 4.2.) As is seen, in cholate
systems of different concentrations, the highest peak is always given by the OB–
OB, OB–OD, and OD–OD pairs. The frequent occurrence of the hydrogen bonds
formed by these types of O atom pairs can be explained by the fact that in
suitable orientations, two cholate ions can form several hydrogen bonds between
their B- and D-type oxygen atoms. The stability of such H-bonded anion pairs
can be further strengthened by the formation of additional hydrogen bonds
between two A-type or an A- and a C-type oxygen atom. This is reflected
in the relatively high first peak of the OA–OA and OA–OC pair correlation
functions. An example for such a H-bonded cholate dimer, kept together by
two OB–OD, an OD–OD, and an OA–OA hydrogen bond, is shown in Figure 4.7
as taken out from an instantaneous configuration of the 30 mM sodium cholate
system. On the other hand, the OA–OB and OA–OD pairs always give a rather
low first peak because the cholate pairs that are connected to each other by
a hydrogen bond of either of these two types can hardly form other hydrogen
bonds with each other due to the rigidity of the ring system. It is also evident
that the C-type oxygen atoms (i.e., that belong to the COO− group) can form
a hydrogen bond both with the B- and with the D-type oxygen atoms with
higher probabilities than the A-type oxygens, as the first peak of the OC–OB
and OC–OD pair correlation functions is always considerably higher than that
of the OA–OB and OA–OD functions, respectively. This difference between the
hydrogen-bonding ability of the A- and C-type oxygens can be explained by
the flexibility of the C21–C26 chain, which enables the OC atoms to approach
either the B- or the D-type oxygens of the neighbouring cholate ion.
Figure 4.7: A cholate pair, linked together by four hydrogen bonds taken out
from instantaneous equilibrium configurations of the 30 mM sodium cholate
system simulated.
The lack of the OH group at position D in the deoxycholate ions modi-
fies this picture in several respects. Thus, not only the OB–OD and OD–OD
hydrogen-bonded pairs are missing, but also the number of OB–OB-type hy-
drogen bonds is substantially reduced here. This is due to the fact that the
deoxycholate pairs that are connected by a hydrogen bond between their B-
type oxygens cannot be stabilized by additional hydrogen bonds between B–D-
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or D–D-type oxygen pairs, as in the case of the cholate ions. Nevertheless, this
type of hydrogen bond, along with the OB–OC- and OA–OC-type ones, is still
dominating the hydrogen bonding pattern of the deoxycholate ion pairs. In
fact, in contrast to the hydrophilic face of the cholate ion, the deoxycholate ion
rather has a hydrophilic edge only. Deoxycholate pairs turning this hydrophilic
edge to each other can still form several hydrogen bonds with each other be-
tween their B–C-, A–C-, and B–B-type oxygen pairs. On the other hand, an
A–B-type hydrogen bond involves the contact of these hydrophilic edges only
at a single point, and hence, such pairs cannot be stabilized by any additional
hydrogen bond.
4.3.1.3 Methyl-Methyl pair correlation functions and criterion for
the hydrophobic (P) bond
In contrast to hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic association does not result from
the presence of a particularly strong interaction between the particles involved,
it is due to the lack of particularly unfavourable arrangements instead. Namely,
water molecules are expelled from these aggregates because of their lack of abil-
ity of maintaining four strong hydrogen bonds with their neighbours in such an
environment and not because of the appearance of any particularly strong in-
teraction acting between the particles that belong to the aggregate. Therefore,
creating a definition for the hydrophobic-type bonding between two cholate or
deoxycholate ions is far from being an obvious task. However, considering the
fact that in such aggregates the ions are expected to turn toward each other
with their hydrophobic faces, it is sensible to assume that in case of hydropho-
bic neighbours, at least one of the methyl groups (groups marked by C1 or
C17) of one of these ions is close enough to one such methyl group of the other
ion. Hence, these ion pairs can be distinguished from the others through their
closest methyl-methyl distance. For this purpose, we have calculated the pair
correlation function between these (C1 or C17) methyl groups in all the six
systems simulated. The obtained functions, denoted as gMeMe(r), are shown
in Figure 4.8. As is seen, the first sharp and high peak of gMeMe(r), occurring
at 3.8 Å, is followed by two distinct low peaks, located at 6.5 and 9.0 Å, re-
spectively. The first peak is clearly given by the contact methyl pairs (as its
position agrees well with the Lennard-Jones σ parameter, roughly describing
the van der Waals diameter of the methyl groups), whereas the second peak
is due to the other (i.e., non-contact) methyl-methyl contribution of the ion
pairs that have two methyl groups already in contact with each other. Finally,
the third peak of gMeMe(r) is characteristic of the ion pairs that turn to each
other with their hydrophilic faces, and thus, away from each other with these
methyl groups. To confirm this, the contribution of the H-bonded pairs to the
gMeMe(r) function is also indicated in Figure 4.8. As is evident, this contribu-
tion is always peaked at the position of the third peak of gMeMe(r). On the
basis of this analysis of the gMeMe(r) pair correlation functions, we define two
ions to be connected to each other in a hydrophobic way if the distance of
their closest C1 or C17 methyl groups is less than 5.5 Å (i.e., the position of
the first minimum of gMeMe(r) following its main peak). This criterion of the
hydrophobic bonding is referred to here as the P criterion, and the ion pairs
satisfying this criterion are called the P-bound pairs.
To check the relevance of the P criterion, we have calculated the contri-
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Figure 4.8: Pair correlation function of the methyl groups connected directly to
the hydrophobic face of the cholate (left) and deoxycholate (right) ions (groups
marked by C1 or C17) in the 30 mM (top), 90 mM (middle), and 300 mM
(bottom) solutions (solid lines). The contributions of the H-bonded pairs to
these functions are shown by dotted lines. The scales on the left refer to the
contribution of the H-bonded pairs. The dashed vertical lines show the limiting
methyl-methyl distance used in the definition of the P-bonding criterion
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bution of the H-bonded, P-bonded, and either H- or P-bonded pairs to the
gCOM−COM(r) function. These contributions are also indicated in Figure 4.5.
As is seen, up to the limiting centre-of-mass–centre-of-mass distance of the C
criterion of 10.75 Å, the contribution of the pairs that are either H- or P-bonded
to each other agrees satisfactorily with the entire gCOM−COM(r) function in ev-
ery case, whereas this contribution vanishes rapidly above this distance. This
finding indicates that the majority of the C-bonded pairs is indeed satisfying
either the H or the P criterion. The difference between the full gCOM−COM(r)
function and its contribution due to the pairs that are either H- or P-bonded
to each other, which increases toward higher distances and with increasing
concentrations, is due to the unavoidable arbitrariness that is inherent in the
connectivity criteria applied. However, considering the fact that the few ion
pairs that are C-bonded but neither H- nor P-bonded are still rather close to
each other, and hence still likely to belong to the same cluster through common
bound neighbours, we can assume that this arbitrariness affects the properties
of the clusters (i.e., aggregates of ions among which any pair is connected by a
chain of intact bonds) only negligibly.
Finally, it should be noted that in the case of the three cholate and the
90 mM deoxycholate systems, the contribution of the ion pairs that are either
H- or P-bonded to each other exceeds the full gCOM−COM(r) function at the
position of its first maximum. This finding indicates that H- and P-bonding
can occur simultaneously, possibly due to the flexible C21–C26 tail of the ions,
which allows the P-bonded pairs to form an OC–OD-, OC–OB-, or OC–OA-type
hydrogen bond, as well.
4.3.2 Properties of the aggregates
4.3.2.1 Equilibration of the aggregation process
To determine the time needed to relax the aggregation procedure, we calculated
the time evolution of the average size 〈S〉 of the aggregates formed by the
cholate or deoxycholate ions in the systems of different concentrations. (The
size S of a cluster is simply the number of particles belonging to it.) On the
basis of our previous definitions of C-, H-, and P-bonds, we consider three
different types of aggregates in the following discussion. Thus, clusters built
up by H-bonded pairs that also satisfy the general, C-bonding criterion are
referred to as CH clusters. Similarly, clusters built up by P-bonded pairs that
also satisfy the C criterion are called CP clusters. Finally, CPH clusters are
built up by C-bonded pairs that are either H- or P-bonded to each other.
The time evolution of 〈S〉 has been determined in all the systems simulated
considering the CH, CP, and CPH clusters. The obtained 〈S〉(t) curves are
shown in Figure 4.9. It is seen that although the mean size of the CH clusters
is equilibrated rather quickly, that of the CP and CPH clusters requires a
considerably longer time. Nevertheless, the value of 〈S〉 is relaxed at least in
the last 20 ns of the runs for all three types of clusters considered in every case.
Therefore, the last 20 ns part of the simulations is used for collecting sample
configurations.
To demonstrate that the 20 ns long production trajectories are long enough
for well sampling even the cluster size distributions, we have evaluated the
survival probability of the CPH-bonds (i.e., the simultaneous presence of a C-
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Figure 4.9: Time evolution of the average size of the clusters formed by bile ions
that are hydrogen-bonded (solid lines), hydrophobically bound (dashed lines),
and either hydrogen-bonded or hydrophobically bound together (dotted lines)
in the six systems simulated. The dashed vertical lines indicate the beginning
of the production phase of the runs.
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Figure 4.10: Survival probability of the CPH-bonds (left) and monomers (right)
in the different systems simulated. Open symbols: sodium cholate solutions
and solid symbols: sodium deoxycholate solutions. Circles: 30 mM systems;
triangles: 90 mM systems; squares: 300 mM systems
and either an H- or a P-bond between two bile ions) as well as of the monomers.
The bond survival probability lb(t) is the probability that a bond that exists
at t0 remains continuously intact up to t0 + t. Similarly, the monomer survival
probability l1(t) gives the probability that a bile ion that does not form any
bond with the other ions at t0 remains continuously isolated from the others
up to t0 + t. The lb(t) and l1(t) curves are shown in Figure 4.10 as obtained
in the different systems simulated. It is seen that the survival probability of
the bonds is typically higher for the cholate than for the deoxycholate ions,
whereas an opposite trend is found for the monomer survival probabilities,
in accordance with the fact that the cholate ions are forming, on average,
somewhat larger aggregates than deoxycholate (see Figure 4.9). The average
lifetime of the bonds and monomers (τb and τ1, respectively) can be determined
by fitting the obtained, exponentially decaying lb(t) and l1(t) distributions to
the functions exp(−t/τb) and exp(−t/τ1), respectively. This procedure resulted
in the average bond lifetime value τb of 1500–2000 ps for cholate and 650–900 ps
for deoxycholate, whereas the value of τ1 determined this way is always below
400 ps in the different systems simulated. These findings indicate that both
the formation and the breaking of the bonds indeed occur in at least an order
of magnitude faster time scale than the total length of the production phase
of the simulations, and thus, the bile ions belonging to the different aggregates
are in a dynamical equilibrium with the free monomers.
Finally, in Figure 4.11, the size distribution P (S) of the CPH clusters is
shown, as determined in 1 ns long time windows at the beginning and at the
end of the production phase of the 300 mM systems. As is expected, the
two distributions differ from each other only because of the statistical noise,
indicating that the cluster size distribution is already sufficiently equilibrated,
yet not frozen, and that the systems contain a large number of micelles that
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Figure 4.11: Size distribution of the CPH clusters as obtained in the first (black
columns) and last (lined columns) 1 ns long part of the production phase of
the simulations in the 300 mM sodium cholate (left) and sodium deoxycholate
(right) solutions.
can exchange bile ions with each other, and hence, these systems have indeed
reached thermodynamic equilibrium.
4.3.2.2 Cluster size distribution
To characterize the size of the various aggregates formed by the cholate or
deoxycholate ions in the systems of different concentrations, we have calcu-
lated the average size of the aggregates 〈S〉∗, where the asterisk indicates that
monomers have been excluded from the averaging, and the distribution of the
cluster size P (S). In addition, we have also calculated the average number of
bonds a particle forms with its neighbours 〈nb〉 in the different systems. The
〈S〉∗ and 〈nb〉 values as well as the average number of aggregates (excluding
monomers) that are present in an instantaneous configuration 〈Nclu〉 are sum-
marized in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 as obtained in the different systems studied,
considering the CH, CP, and also CPH clusters. The P (S) size distribution of
these clusters is shown in Figure 4.12. As is seen, in the 30 mM concentration
systems, the anions form rather small aggregates only. The mean aggregation
number 〈S〉∗ (considering both H and P-bonds) resulted in 4.5 and 4.1 in the
cholate and deoxycholate systems, respectively, and no aggregates larger than
pentamers (cholate) and hexamers (deoxycholate) have been observed. Fur-
ther, the H-bonded aggregates are always almost exclusively dimers, whereas
the hydrophobic ones are also small oligomers.
In the 300 mM systems, the bile ions show a rather different aggregation
behaviour. Although neither the mean cluster size and its distribution nor the
average number of bound neighbours of the ions changes dramatically when
considering either the hydrogen-bonded or the hydrophobically bound pairs
only, the mean size of the aggregates increases considerably when both the H-
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Figure 4.12: Size distribution of the clusters kept together by (a) hydrogen
bonds, (b) hydrophobic bonds, and (c) any of these two types of bonds in the
six different systems simulated.
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Table 4.2: Average size 〈S〉∗ of the CH, CP and CPH clusters (excluding
monomers) of the bile ions in the six different systems simulated.
〈S〉∗
bile ion type c(mM) CPH CP CH
cholate 30 4.47 3.34 2.02
deoxycholate 30 4.09 3.98 2.00
cholate 90 8.95 5.41 2.59
deoxycholate 90 5.34 4.96 2.00
cholate 300 19.7 5.34 3.33
deoxycholate 300 7.38 4.97 2.20
Table 4.3: Average number 〈Nclu〉 of the CH, CP and CPH clusters (exclud-
ing monomers) and average number of the bound, hydrogen-bonded, and hy-
drophobically bound neighbours 〈nb〉 of a bile ion in the six different systems
simulated
〈Nclu〉 〈nb〉
bile ion type c (mM) CPH CP CH CPH CP CH
cholate 30 2.04 2.13 2.11 1.77 1.37 0.40
deoxycholate 30 2.11 2.15 0.18 1.49 1.48 0.02
cholate 90 3.01 4.84 4.48 3.20 2.68 0.52
deoxycholate 90 4.37 4.44 2.02 2.02 1.91 0.11
cholate 300 6.15 20.1 20.8 2.63 1.78 0.85
deoxycholate 300 14.8 20.6 12.5 1.96 1.72 0.24
and the P-bonded pairs are taken into account (CPH clusters), and aggregates
of the size of 30–40 occur in the systems. Although this change is considerably
stronger in the sodium cholate than in the sodium deoxycholate system (e.g.,
the value of 〈S〉∗ is increased by a factor of 4.4 in sodium cholate but only by a
factor of 1.8 in sodium deoxycholate upon increasing the concentration from 30
to 300 mM), the obtained cluster size distributions (see Figure 4.12c) clearly
indicate that the two systems behave essentially in the same way. Characteristic
differences in the aggregation behaviour of the two bile ions can, on the other
hand, be observed in the 90 mM systems. Thus, contrary to the deoxycholate
ions, which behave in a similar way in the systems of low and intermediate
concentrations, the cholate ions can easily form twice as large aggregates here
than in the 30 mM system (see Figure 4.12c). Considering the fact that the
largest cholate aggregates are formed by about 40% of the cholate ions that
are present in the system, we can conclude that in the 90 mM system, the
aggregation of the cholate ions is, at least qualitatively, similar to that in the
300 mM system.
The observed increase of the mean aggregation number with increasing
concentration is fully consistent with experimental findings. Namely, the mean
aggregation number of the cholate and deoxycholate ions is about 2–5 in a
broad concentration range above the cmc (i.e., between about 5–10 and 50–
200 mM, respectively), but at higher concentrations, it increases up to about
15–20 [132]. Our present findings also indicate that this second cmc is lower for
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the cholate than for the deoxycholate ion. Furthermore, the cmc of the two sur-
factants considered, estimated from the monomer concentration of the 30 mM
systems using the assumption that the concentration of the monomers does not
depend on the surfactant concentration above the cmc, resulted in 2.7 mM for
sodium cholate and 4.1 mM for sodium deoxycholate, in accordance with the
experimental data that scatter between about 3 and 10 mM [184]. In the light
of the present results, the observed behaviour can clearly be interpreted in the
following way. Above the cmc, the ions are always forming small micelle-like
(hydrophobically bound) aggregates of rather small mean aggregation numbers
(i.e., 3–5) as well as hydrogen-bonded dimers. However, above a critical con-
centration value (which can be regarded as the second cmc), mixed aggregates,
containing both H- and P-bonded pairs, are occurring in the system. These
mixed aggregates are built up by small micelles formed by P-bonded ions, which
are of a very similar structure to the P-bonded micelles in the systems of lower
concentrations, and these small P-bonded micelles are connected to each other
by H-bonded pairs. Because of their stronger hydrogen-bonding ability, the
formation of such mixed aggregates of the cholate ions occurs at lower con-
centrations than that of the deoxycholate ions. The general structure of these
large, mixed aggregates is illustrated in Figure 4.13, showing a cluster of 17
deoxycholate ions as taken out from an instantaneous snapshot of the 300 mM
sodium deoxycholate system. To emphasize the presence of the two different
types of structural elements, the elemental P-bonded micelles are marked by
circles, and the hydrogen-bonded oxygen pairs are marked by double lines in
this figure.
4.3.3 Relative orientation of the neighbouring ions in the
clusters
The shape of the clusters of the bile ions is strongly determined by the relative
orientation of the neighbouring ions. Therefore, any meaningful analysis of the
cluster morphology should start with the investigation of the relative arrange-
ment of the connected bile ion pairs. In this section, a detailed the analysis of
the relative orientation of both the plane and the main axis of the neighbour-
ing ions in the 30 mM and 300 mM systems is presented. For this purpose,
we have defined two vectors on the rigid tetracyclic ring system of the bile
ions. Vector a points along the C–CH3 bond from the C atom that joins the
first and second six-membered rings toward the methyl group, whereas vector
b points from the other C atom shared by the first two hexameric rings to the
C atom at which the pentanoate group is attached to the five-membered ring
of the ion. The definition of vectors a and b is illustrated in Figure 4.14. In
this way, the relative orientation of the planes and axes of the ring systems of
the neighbouring ions can be characterized through the angles formed by their
vectors a and by their vectors b (denoted here as α and β), respectively.
The cosine distributions of the angles α and β are shown in Figures 4.15
and 4.16, respectively, separately for those neighbouring ion pairs that are H-
bonded and those that are P-bonded to each other in the four systems analysed.
As is seen from Figure 4.15, the P (cosα) distributions of both the H-bonded
and P-bonded cholate pairs show a sharp peak at −1, i.e., at the α value of
180◦. A similar peak is given by the P-bonded deoxycholate pairs, whereas this
peak lacks at the P (cosα) distribution of the H-bonded deoxycholate pairs.
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Figure 4.13: Typical secondary micelle, taken out from an instantaneous con-
figuration of the 300 mM sodium deoxycholate system. The C atoms (as well
as the CH, CH2, and CH3 united atoms) are in grey, the O atoms in red, and
the H atoms of the OH groups in white. To illustrate the presence of the two
different types of structural elements, the elemental hydrophobic aggregates
and the hydrogen-bonded oxygen pairs are marked by circles and double lines,
respectively.
Figure 4.14: Definition of vectors a and b used for studying the relative orien-
tation of the neighbouring ions in the clusters
This peak, denoted as I, is given by neighbours that form a dimer, sticking
together either by their hydrophilic or hydrophobic faces. Examples for such
cholate ion pairs are given in Figures 4.17a and 4.18a, respectively, as taken
out from instantaneous equilibrium configurations. Since the hydrophilic part
of the deoxycholate ion is an edge rather than a face, the hydrogen-bonded
deoxycholate pairs are sticked together at these edges, allowing the opening
of the angle between the planes of the two ring systems. Thus, the dominant
peak of P (cosα) for the H-bonded deoxycholate pairs, denoted here as II,
is rather broad and is located between −0.6 and −0.3 (i.e., at about 110◦–
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Figure 4.15: Cosine distribution of the angle α, formed by the vectors a of two
neighbouring cholate (left) and deoxycholate (right) ions that are H-bonded
(full lines) and P-bonded (dotted lines) to each other in the 30 mM (top)
and 300 mM (bottom) systems simulated. The schematic arrangements of the
neighbouring ions corresponding to the different peaks are also indicated (the
arrows point to the hydrophobic face of the ions, along the C–Me bonds).
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130◦). Such deoxycholate pairs are shown in Figure 4.17b and 4.17c. Finally,
the distributions of the P-bonded pairs show a small peak at about −0.3,
denoted as III, which can be attributed to the neighbouring ions that belong to
hydrophobic aggregates of somewhat larger size (i.e., trimers, tetramers, etc.).
Such a cholate trimer is depicted in Figure 4.18b. The schematic arrangement
of the neighbouring ion pairs corresponding to peaks I, II, and III are also
illustrated in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.16: Cosine distribution of the angle β, formed by the vectors b of two
neighbouring cholate (left) and deoxycholate (right) ions that are H-bonded
(full lines) and P-bonded (dotted lines) to each other in the 30 mM (top) and
300 mM (bottom) systems simulated.
The P (cosβ) distributions of the P-bonded pairs usually show a peak at
about −1 (denoted as IV) and a smaller one at cosβ = 1. These peaks cor-
respond to the antiparallel (see, e.g., the dimer in Figure 4.18a) and parallel
alignments of the neighbouring ring axes, respectively, and are again char-
acteristic of the strongly sticked dimers. The dominance of the antiparallel
alignment over the parallel one is probably of steric origin; namely that the
bulky methyl groups can be somewhat farther apart from each other in the
former arrangement. In some cases, a small peak, denoted as V, appears close
to the cosβ value of 0, indicating the slight preference of the neighbouring ring
axes for the perpendicular alignment in these cases. This preference is probably
a feature of the larger hydrophobic aggregates. This preference is illustrated
in Figure 4.19, showing a hydrophobically bound deoxycholate tetramer, taken
out from a larger CPH cluster, from two different views.
The P (cosβ) distribution of the H-bonded pairs shows a more complicated
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Figure 4.17: Typical arrangements of the neighbouring H-bonded bile ions,
taken out from instantaneous equilibrium configurations of the systems simu-
lated. (a) Cholate pair, linked together by four hydrogen bonds, giving rise to
peak I of the P (cosα) distribution and peak VII of the P (cosβ) distribution.
(b and c) Deoxycholate pairs linked together by two (b) and one (c) hydrogen
bonds, with an opened angle between their planes that gives rise to peak II
of the P (cosα) distribution. (d) A H-bonded cholate trimer, kept together
by five hydrogen bonds. (e) Antiparallel oriented deoxycholate pair, kept to-
gether by three hydrogen bonds (including two OA–OC-type ones), giving rise
to peak VI of the P (cosβ) distribution. (f) Parallel oriented deoxycholate pair,
kept together by two hydrogen bonds, giving rise to peak VII of the P (cosβ)
distribution. Color-coding is the same as that in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.18: Typical arrangements of the neighbouring P-bonded bile ions,
taken out from instantaneous equilibrium configurations of the systems sim-
ulated. (a) Cholate pair, with parallel aligned planes and antiparallel axes,
giving rise to peak I of the P (cosα) distribution and peak IV of the P (cosβ)
distribution. (b) Cholate trimer, giving rise to peak III of the P (cosα) distri-
bution. Colour-coding is the same as that in Figure 4.2.
picture, due to the large variety of the possible hydrogen-bonding patterns
that can be formed by two neighbouring anions between their O atoms of dif-
ferent positions. The differences between the hydrogen-bonding patterns of two
cholate ions and two deoxycholate ions are also reflected in the P (cosβ) dis-
tribution of the hydrogen-bonded neighbours (Figure 4.16). In general, these
distributions are characterized by two peaks, with one between −1 and −0.5
and another one between 0.5 and 1. These peaks are marked as VI and VII, re-
spectively. In the case of cholate, these peaks describe the relative orientations
in which the B- and D-type oxygen atoms of the neighbouring ions approach
each other closely. Thus, in the antiparallel-like orientation VI, the two ions
can form a hydrogen bond between their B-type atoms and another one be-
tween their D-type oxygen atoms, whereas the parallel-like orientation VII can
be stabilized by two OB–OD hydrogen bonds (Figure 4.17a). On the other
hand, in the case of deoxycholate, the antiparallel-like peak VI reflects the con-
tribution of the ion pairs that are connected by one or two OA–OC hydrogen
bonds and an OB–OB hydrogen bond (see, e.g., Figure 4.17e), whereas peak
VII corresponds to the neighbours forming a B–B-type and, in some cases, also
an A–A-type hydrogen bond with each other (Figure 4.17f).
4.3.4 Cluster shape analysis
To characterize the general shape of the various different bile salt micelles,
we have determined their three principal moments of inertia (i.e., the three
eigenvalues of the inertia moment tensor), I1, I2 and I3, using the convention
that
I1 ≤ I2 ≤ I3. (4.2)
The ratio of two pairs of these three values (e.g., I1/I2 and I2/I3) can then
be used to describe the shape of a given aggregate. Thus, for instance, for
spherical micelles I1 ≈ I2 ≈ I3 and hence I1/I2 ≈ 1 and I2/I3 ≈ 1, for disk-
like aggregates I1 ≈ I2  I3 and thus I1/I2 ≈ 1 and I2/I3 ≈ 0, whereas
for rodlike clusters I1  I2 ≈ I3 and thus I1/I2 ≈ 0 and I2/I3 ≈ 1. The
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Figure 4.19: (a) Top view and (b) side view of the tetrameric hydrophobic core
of a larger secondary deoxycholate micelle, taken out from an instantaneous
equilibrium configuration of the 300 mM system. (The full aggregate to which
this hydrophobic core belongs to is shown in Figure 4.24a.) Two ions, aligned
parallel with each other (encircled by solid lines), are laying above the other
two (encircled by dashed lines), which are aligned parallel with each other and
perpendicular to the two ions above them. Any pair of a top and a bottom ion
gives rise to peak V of the P (cosβ) distribution. Colour-coding is the same as
that in Figure 4.2.
statistics of the morphology of the various bile salt clusters can be described
by the P (I1/I2, I1/I2) bivariate distribution of these two ratios of the princi-
pal moments of inertia. The P (I1/I2, I1/I2) morphology maps are shown in
Figures 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 as obtained for the CH, CP, and CPH clusters,
respectively, in the different systems investigated.
The hydrogen-bonded (CH) aggregates (see Figure 4.20) give rise to vari-
ous cluster shapes ranging between the {I1/I2 ≈ 1; I2/I3 ≈ 0.4} and {I1/I2 ≈
0.8; I2/I3 ≈ 1} points of the morphology map. However, the majority of the
CH clusters are just dimers, for which such a morphology analysis is of little
relevance. Therefore, we have also calculated the P (I1/I2, I1/I2) distributions
for the CH clusters that contain at least three bile ions in the 300 mM sys-
tems. (In the 30 mM systems, such clusters occur with very low probabili-
ties, and hence, no statistically relevant analysis of them can be performed.)
The morphology maps of the large CH aggregates, contrary to the ones that
take dimers also into account, show characteristic peaks at certain points (Fig-
ure 4.20). Thus, in the case of cholate, the maximum appears at I1/I2 ≈ 1
and I2/I3 ≈ 0.5, corresponding to an oblate ellipsoidal (or disklike) shape,
i.e., when the largest principal moment of inertia is about twice of the other
two (see, e.g., the cluster on Figure 4.17d). On the other hand, the larger
hydrogen-bonded deoxycholate aggregates are of rather spherical shape, as the
peak of the corresponding P (I1/I2, I1/I2) distribution appears close to the
{I1/I2 = 1; I2/I3 = 1} corner of the map.
The morphology maps of the CP clusters are shown in Figure 4.21 as ob-
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Figure 4.20: Morphology maps (i.e., bivariate distribution of the I1/I2 and
I2/I3 ratios of the three principal moments of inertia) of the CH clusters of
the bile ions in the different systems studied. (left) All CH clusters are taken
into account. (right) Only the clusters that are built up by at least three ions
are taken into account in the 300 mM systems. Darker shades of gray indicate
higher probabilities.
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Figure 4.21: Morphology maps of the CP clusters of the bile ions in the different
systems studied. (left) All CP clusters are taken into account. (right) Only the
clusters that are built up by at least four ions are taken into account. Darker
shades of grey indicate higher probabilities.
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Figure 4.22: Morphology maps of the CPH clusters of the cholate (left) and
deoxycholate (right) ions in the 300 mM systems studied. Only the clusters
that are built up by at least five ions are taken into account. Darker shades of
grey indicate higher probabilities.
tained in the different systems studied. To eliminate again the effect of the
small aggregates, we have repeated the analysis for clusters containing at least
four bile ions. (We have also calculated the morphology maps of the CP clus-
ters built up by at least three ions, but they were never found to be con-
siderably different from those obtained for all the CP clusters, and therefore,
these maps are omitted from Figure 4.21.) Not surprisingly, the maps includ-
ing the contribution of even the dimers look rather similar to those obtained
for all the CH clusters (including dimers). This similarity prevails when only
larger aggregates are taken into account: deoxycholate ions form nearly spher-
ical aggregates, whereas cholate ions form oblate or disk shaped hydrophobic
aggregates.
The observed differences in the typical shape of the cholate and deoxy-
cholate aggregates ultimately originate in the fact that the cholate ion has a
hydrophobic and a hydrophilic face, whereas deoxycholate ions are character-
ized by a hydrophilic edge only. In larger hydrogen-bonded aggregates, the
deoxycholate ions turn toward each other, whereas in hydrophobic aggregates
they turn away from each other by this hydrophilic edge, which allows a much
more spherical arrangement of the ions than what can be reached through the
face-to-face-like arrangement of the cholate ions. An example for such a large
spherical hydrophobic deoxycholate micelle is shown in Figure 4.23. As can be
seen, all the participating ions, with the exception of the central one, turn out-
ward by their hydrophilic edge. This arrangement of the ions, however, results
in a large hole in the middle of the aggregate, which is filled here by another
deoxycholate ion (i.e., the central one). This ability of the deoxycholate ions for
self-solubilization can be of great importance in their major biological function
of being the detergent of various fat-soluble nutrient molecules and vitamins,
since the solubilization of these target solubilizates can simply occur by replac-
ing the central bile ion occupying the hole readily present in the middle of the
aggregate.
The morphology of the secondary micelles can be characterized through
the P (I1/I2, I1/I2) distribution of the CPH clusters (i.e., the aggregates that
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Figure 4.23: Example of a spherical hydrophobically bound (CP) deoxycholate
cluster containing an extra, self-solubilized deoxycholate ion in its hydropho-
bic interior, taken out from an instantaneous equilibrium configuration of the
300 mM deoxycholate system. The self-solubilized central ion is encircled by a
dashed line for clarity. Colour-coding is the same as that in Figure 4.2.
contain both H-bonded and P-bonded pairs). Again, small clusters (i.e., that
are not true secondary micelles) have been excluded from the analysis: in
calculating the morphology maps, only pentamers and larger CPH aggregates
have been taken into account. Since such aggregates occur in the 30 mM
systems with rather small probabilities, these maps have only been calculated
in the 300 mM systems. The obtained P (I1/I2, I1/I2) distributions, shown
in Figure 4.22, indicate that the secondary micelles show a large variety of
shapes, ranging from strongly aspherical, flattened oblates, when the two small
principal moments of inertia are only 20–25% of the largest one, to slightly
elongated prolates, when I1 ≈ 0.75I2 and I2 ≈ I3, through various different
irregular shapes for which I1 < I2 < I3. Examples for disklike, rodlike, and
irregular shaped secondary micelles are shown in Figure 4.24. This wide variety
of shapes of the existing secondary micelles can be explained by the fact that
such micelles are formed due to the interplay of two different interactions.
Namely, spherical or slightly aspherical oblate shaped primary hydrophobic
micelles are linked together by forming hydrogen bonds with each other through
the outward-oriented hydrophilic part of the constituting ions, resulting in
various, often branching assemblies of these spherical or ellipsoidal objects.
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Figure 4.24: Examples of (a) disklike, (b) rodlike, and (c) irregular shaped
secondary micelles, taken out from instantaneous equilibrium configurations of
the 300 mM systems simulated. Colour-coding is the same as that in Figure 4.2.
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4.3.5 Properties of the Na+ ion and counterion binding
To calculate the value of the counterion binding in the simulated systems, we
have to define first when a Na+ counterion is considered to be bound to a bile
aggregate. Because negative fractional charges are carried by the oxygen atoms
of the bile ions, the positively charged counterions can be bound at the vicinity
of these O atoms.
4.3.5.1 Sodium ion-oxygen pair correlation functions and criterion
for the counterion binding
In order to establish a physically meaningful and unambiguous criteria for the
bound counterions, we have calculated the pair correlation functions of the
Na+ counterions and bile O atoms of all of the four different positions in the
six systems simulated. The obtained gONa+(r) functions, shown in Figure 4.25,
exhibit similar features in all cases, independent of the concentration, the type
of the bile ion, and the position of the O atom. In particular, they have two
clear peaks, indicating that the sodium ions are located at two well-defined
preferential distances around the bile oxygen atoms. The first, sharp peak at
2.3 Å can be assigned to the O–Na+ pairs that are in contact with each other,
whereas the other, broad peak at 4.4 Å is due to the solvent-separated O–Na+
pairs, i.e., when a water molecule is located between the oxygen atom and the
sodium ion. The two peaks are separated by a very sharp and deep minimum at
3.1 Å, indicating the boundary between the two well-defined shells of the Na+
ions around the bile O atoms. Further, the second, solvent-separated peak of
gONa+(r) is followed by another clear minimum at 5.4 Å. This distance can thus
be regarded as the outer boundary of the solvent-separated shell of the Na+
counterions. On the basis of the behaviour of the gONa+(r) functions, we have
created two different definitions for the bound counterions. Thus, according to
the first definition, a Na+ counterion is regarded as being bound to a micelle
if its distance from the nearest O atom of a bile ion belonging to this cluster is
less than the cutoff distance of Rcut = 3.1 Å, whereas in the second definition,
this cutoff distance value is set to 5.4 Å. These two definitions will be referred
to, from here on, as the “contact” and the “solvent-separated” definitions for
the bound counterions, respectively. The cutoff values used in these definitions
are indicated in Figure 4.25.
The comparison of the gONa+(r) functions corresponding to the O atoms of
different positions reveals that by far the highest peak is observed in the case
of the C-type oxygen atoms in every case, indicating that these oxygens can
bind far more sodium ions than the other ones. This finding can simply be
explained as the two C type oxygen atoms of the carboxylic group carry the
net negative charge of the bile anion, and hence, they attract more counterions
than the O atoms belonging to the neutral part of the molecule. It is also seen
that the first (contact) peak of the Na+–OD pair correlation function is always
the lowest and that of the Na+–OA and Na+–OB pairs are of similar height in
the case of cholate, but this peak is always significantly higher for the Na+–OA
than for the Na+–OB pairs in the deoxycholate systems. Further, the second
peak of the Na+–OA pair correlation function is always about twice as high as
that of the Na+–OB and Na+–OD functions in every system.
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Figure 4.25: Pair correlation functions of the Na+ ions and bile O atoms of
different positions in the 30 mM (top), 90 mM (middle), and 300 mM (bot-
tom) solutions of sodium cholate (left) and sodium deoxycholate (right). The
notation of the different positions of the O atoms is as shown in Figure 4.2.
The scale on the right refers to the Na+–OC pairs, whereas that on the left
refers to all other pairs. The dashed vertical lines indicate the O–Na+ cutoff
distances of 3.1 and 5.4 Å, used in the contact and solvent-separated binding
definitions of counterions, respectively.
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4.3.5.2 Counterion binding
To quantify the counterion binding ability of the different oxygen atoms, we
have calculated the fraction of the bound sodium ions that belong to the oxygen
atoms of different position (i.e., the ratio of the Na+ ions bound by the O atoms
of a particular position and the total number of the bound Na+ ions). The
values obtained with both binding criteria are shown in Figure 4.26. As is seen,
more than 80% of the contact Na+ ions are bound to a C-type oxygen, and
this value is still over 70% in the case of the solvent-separated ions. Further,
the second strongest binding ability is of the A-type oxygens of both bile ions,
whereas the binding ability of the B- and D-type O atoms of the cholate ion do
not differ considerably from each other. Thus, the O atoms of position A bind
10–15% of both the contact and the solvent separated Na+ ions, whereas the
fraction of the Na+ ions that are bound to a B- or D-type oxygen is below 10%
with both binding criteria. This finding can be explained by the fact, shown
in a section 4.3.1.2, that the A-type oxygen atoms participate in fewer bile-bile
hydrogen bonds than either the B- or D-type ones, a behaviour that is mainly
governed by orientational reasons. As a consequence, the steric hindrance of
binding a counterion is smaller for the A-type oxygens, and hence, a larger
fraction of them is available for binding a sodium ion.
To further analyse the binding ability of the different micelles, we have
calculated the average fraction of the bound counterions f , i.e., the ratio of
the bound Na+ ions and the total number of Na+ ions that are present in the
system. The values of f are shown in Table 4.4, as obtained in the six systems
simulated with both of the binding definitions used. As is seen, the fraction
of the bound sodium ions is about an order of magnitude larger if the solvent-
separated pairs are also included in the calculation. Thus, only 1–7% of the
sodium ions form a contact pair with an oxygen atom, whereas the fraction
of the solvent-separated sodium ions can go up to 40%. Further, the fraction
of the bound sodium ions increases with the concentration, and it is about
30–40% larger in the cholate than in the deoxycholate systems, indicating that
in the presence of larger bile aggregates (as is the case of higher concentrations
and cholate systems), a larger fraction of the counterions present in the system
can be bound by these aggregates. Further, in the case of deoxycholate, the
lack of the D-type oxygens also contributes to the smaller counterion binding
ability of the micelles.
Although the majority of the sodium ions present in these systems are not
bound to any micelle, the bound counterions can be attached to more than
one oxygen atom at the same time, and thus contribute to the cohesion that
keeps together the bile aggregates. To investigate this point, we have calculated
the average number of bonds formed by a bound sodium ion nb in the different
systems (see Table 4.4). As is seen, the value of nb is practically independent of
the concentration for both ions when the contact definition of binding is used;
however, when solvent-separated Na+–O pairs are also taken into account, the
average number of bonds of a sodium ion increases with the concentration. It
is also seen that the value of nb exceeds considerably 1 in every case, indicating
that the majority of the Na+ counterions bind to more than one O atoms at the
same time. This multiple binding of the Na+ ions is illustrated in Figures 4.27
and 4.28, showing a few possible positions of the bound sodium ions in a cholate
micelle, as picked up from a saved sample configuration of the 300 mM system.
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Figure 4.26: Fraction of the bound sodium ions that belong to an oxygen atom
of a given position, as obtained in the 30 mM (top), 90 mM (middle), and
300 mM (bottom) solutions of sodium cholate (left) and sodium deoxycholate
(right). The notation of the different positions of the O atoms is as shown
in Figure 4.2. Solid bars correspond to the contact binding criterion (i.e.,
Rcut = 3.1 Å), and lined bars correspond to the solvent-separated binding
criterion (i.e., Rcut = 5.4 Å).
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Table 4.4: Properties of the Na+ counterions bound to the aggregates of the
bile ions in the different systems simulated, as obtained by both of the binding
criteria defined. f is the fraction of the bound counterions; nb is the average
number of bonds formed by a bound sodium ion and β is the counterion binding
f nb β
bile ion type c (mM) 3.1 Å 5.4 Å 3.1 Å 5.4 Å 3.1 Å 5.4 Å
cholate 30 0.0154 0.107 1.73 1.75 0.035 0.24
deoxycholate 30 0.0097 0.063 1.79 1.99 0.023 0.15
cholate 90 0.0283 0.188 1.59 1.97 0.084 0.56
deoxycholate 90 0.0165 0.129 1.82 2.09 0.079 0.65
cholate 300 0.0699 0.408 1.64 2.45 0.42 2.3
deoxycholate 300 0.0380 0.241 1.82 2.49 0.59 3.9
In the position marked by I, the sodium ion is in contact with both oxygen
atoms of a carboxylic group. In position II, the counterion is sitting between
a B- and D-type oxygen atom, forming a solvent-separated pair with both of
them. Finally, the position marked by III illustrates a more complex case,
when two carboxylic groups and an A-type O atom are involved in binding a
counterion by forming solvent-separated pairs with it. A similar situation is
shown in Figure 4.28, where the sodium ion is surrounded by three carboxylic
groups. In this figure, the binding O–Na+ distances are also indicated.
In experimental works investigating the role of the counterions in the micelle
formation, the counterion binding of the micelles β is often calculated. To
directly compare the results of our simulations to experimental findings, we
have also calculated the value of the counterion binding, as defined in eq 4.1,
in the six systems simulated, and with both binding criteria. The obtained β
values are summarized in Table 4.4, and the concentration dependence of β is
also illustrated in Figure 4.29. Here we added the trivial point of β = 0 at the
cmc for both systems (the cmc of the simulated systems, estimated from the
concentration of the bile monomers, is 2.7 and 4.1 mM for sodium cholate and
sodium deoxycholate, respectively, see section 4.3.2.2).
Because the fraction of the bound counterions, f , has been found to be
rather different as calculated with the two different binding criteria, similarly
large differences can be expected also for the counterion binding. In fact, the
β values obtained with the solvent-separated binding definition are indeed 6–8
times larger than the ones calculated using the contact binding criterion (see
Table 4.4). The results obtained with the solvent-separated binding criterion
in the 30 mM systems, i.e., 0.24 for cholate and 0.15 for deoxycholate, are
in good agreement with the results of the experiments of Moroi et al., who
reported the values of 0.22 for cholate at 30 mM [154] and 0.18 and 0.23 for
deoxycholate at 28 and 30 mM,respectively [154, 155]. In these studies, the
counterion binding was derived from the activity of the Na+ counterions, mea-
sured by a Na+ ion-selective electrode. These values are almost an order of
magnitude larger than the ones reported by Coello et al. for sodium cholate at
similar concentrations on the basis of freezing point depression measurements
[159]. The results of Coello et al. are, however, in very good agreement with
the present results obtained with the contact binding definition. The com-
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Figure 4.27: Example of a small cluster, which consists of 11 cholate ions and
binds 3 Na+ counterions in different positions, as taken out from an instanta-
neous snapshot of the 300 mM system. The bottom panels show the vicinity
of the bound counterions on a magnified scale. Colour coding is the same as
in Figure 4.2; the sodium ions are shown as blue spheres.
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Figure 4.28: Example for a sodium ion that is bound by three carboxylic
groups, as taken out from an instantaneous snapshot of the 300 mM cholate
system. Distances from the O atoms to which the Na+ ion is bound are also
indicated. Colour coding is the same as in Figure 4.27.
Figure 4.29: Counterion binding as the function of the concentration in the
sodium cholate (full symbols) and sodium deoxycholate (open symbols) solu-
tions in the case of the two binding criteria. Available experimental data on
these systems are also indicated by stars. The inset shows the results of the
simulations in a larger concentration range. Error bars are typically smaller
than the symbols. The lines connecting the points are just guides to the eye.
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parison of the calculated counterion binding values to the results of various
different experiments is also illustrated in Figure 4.29. As is seen, the results
obtained from electrode potential measurements [155] are scattered around the
curves calculated with the solvent-separated binding definition, whereas those
obtained from freezing point depression measurements [159] compare very well
with the values calculated using the contact binding criterion.
This finding leads us to the conclusion that the seeming contradiction be-
tween the results of different experiments on counterion binding is originated
from the fact that upon using different experimental methods different counte-
rions are seen as being bound to the micelles. Namely, one part of the experi-
mental techniques detects only the strongest attached counterions, i.e., the ones
that form a contact pair with a group of large opposite fractional charge (in
the present case, one of the O atoms) of a micelle. Another group of methods,
however, does not distinguish between these contact and the solvent-separated
counterions and detects also this latter type of ions as bound ones.
Finally, it should be noted that, although the simulation results clearly
reproduce the general experimental trend that the degree of counterion binding
increases with increasing concentration [152, 154], unfortunately we did not find
any experimental data for β at higher concentrations to be compared to our
results obtained in the 300 mM systems.
4.3.5.3 Dynamical properties of the bound counterions
In analysing the role of the bound counterions in the micelle formation, an
important question to be addressed is how long the counterions remain bound
to a micelle. To investigate this point, we have calculated the survival proba-
bility of the bound state of the Na+ counterions l(t) in the systems of different
concentrations with both binding definitions. The l(t) function is simply the
probability that a sodium ion bound to a micelle at t0 remains bound to this
micelle uninterruptedly up to (t0 + t). The average lifetime of the bound state
of the counterion τ can then simply be determined by fitting the obtained l(t)
data by the function exp(−t/τ). The l(t) functions obtained at 90 and 300 mM
indeed show a perfect exponential decay, but the l(t) curves corresponding to
the 30 mM systems deviate somewhat from this exponential form. This devi-
ation can be explained by the poor statistics, which is the consequence of the
fact that only about 1% of the Na+ counterions are bound in these systems
(see Table 4.4).
The l(t) survival probability functions are shown in Figure 4.30, whereas
the τ values are collected in Table 4.5 as obtained in the different systems with
both binding criteria. It is seen that the bound counterions stay considerably
longer at the vicinity of a cholate than a deoxycholate micelle. This difference
is found to be about 30% with both binding definitions in the 300 mM systems,
where the obtained data are based on the largest statistics. It is also seen that
the average lifetime of the bound counterions is, in general, larger in systems
of higher concentrations and when the solvent-separated counterions are also
regarded as bound ones.
We have also analysed the lifetime of the bound counterions in the prox-
imity of the O atoms of different positions separately. This calculation has
only been performed in the 300 mM systems, where the obtained statistics are
sufficiently large for such an analysis. For this purpose, we have calculated
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Figure 4.30: Survival probability of the bound state of a Na+ ion in the
30 mM (top), 90 mM (middle), and 300 mM (bottom) solutions of sodium
cholate (lines with triangles) and sodium deoxycholate (lines with circles), as
calculated with the contact (open symbols) and solvent separated (filled sym-
bols) binding criteria.
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Table 4.5: The average lifetime of the bound state of the counterion.
τ(ps)
bile ion type c (mM) 3.1 Å 5.4 Å
cholate 30 103 84
deoxycholate 30 51 71
cholate 90 83 122
deoxycholate 90 66 54
cholate 300 112 194
deoxycholate 300 76 138
the survival probability functions of the bonds formed with oxygen atoms of
different positions separately in these systems. The obtained l(t) functions
are plotted in Figure 4.31. The results clearly show that the dynamics of the
solvent-separated counterions are independent of the position of the O atom to
which they are bound. On the other hand, clear differences can be observed
between the different O atoms in this respect if only the contact Na+ ions are
regarded as bound ones. Thus, the counterions remain longest in contact with
the C-type oxygen atoms in both systems. In the cholate system, the shortest
lifetime of the contact Na+ ions is observed at the D-type oxygens, and this
lifetime is found to be noticeably shorter for the A than at the B-type oxygens.
On the other hand, no such difference between the A- and B-type O atoms is
observed in the deoxycholate system. These differences between the l(t) func-
tions obtained at different oxygen atoms with the contact binding criterion
correlate well with the differences in the binding ability of these oxygen atoms
(see Figure 4.26).
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, a detailed computer simulation analysis of the aggregation
behaviour of two bile ions (cholate and deoxycholate) in aqueous solutions of
different concentrations has been presented. The obtained results show a good
qualitative agreement with the experimental data, and hence can be used to
interpret the aggregation behaviour of the studied bile ions. On the basis of
our results, we can refine the primary-secondary micelle model of Small [147].
According to this model, primary micelles are kept together by hydrophobic
interactions. At low concentrations, only such hydrophobically bound primary
micelles are present in the system, whereas at high concentrations they form
larger, secondary micelles via hydrogen-bonding interactions. The observed
aggregation behaviour of the deoxycholate ions is in full accordance with this
model. Thus, in the 30 mM system hydrogen bonding between two deoxy-
cholate ions occurs only with a negligibly small probability, and hence the ag-
gregates in this system are almost exclusively hydrophobically bound micelles.
Although the probability of two deoxycholate ions forming a hydrogen bond
with each other is still rather low at higher concentrations (e.g., in the 300 mM
system, a deoxycholate ion still has 0.24 hydrogen-bonded neighbours on aver-
age; see Table 4.3), these few hydrogen-bonded deoxycholate pairs can already
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Figure 4.31: Survival probability of the bound state of a Na+ ion with oxygen
atoms of different positions in the 300 mM solution of sodium cholate (left) and
sodium deoxycholate (right), as calculated with the contact (top) and solvent-
separated (bottom) binding criteria. The notation of the different positions of
the O atoms is as shown in Figure 4.2. The dashed, dotted, and solid lines and
lines marked by open circles correspond to the A-, B-, C-, and D-type oxygen
atoms, respectively.
connect the hydrophobic primary micelles to much larger secondary ones.
On the other hand, the cholate ions behave in a different way in several re-
spects. Thus, these ions can form hydrogen-bonded aggregates (mostly dimers)
with a substantial probability even in the 30 mM system. (The average num-
ber of hydrogen-bonded neighbours of a cholate ion in the 30 mM system is
about twice as large as that of a deoxycholate ion in the 300 mM system;
see Table 4.3.) In this system, primary aggregates are small clusters that
are kept together either by hydrogen bonding or by hydrophobic interactions,
and secondary micelles are larger mixed aggregates that are built up by these
primary micelles. It should be noted that although the general structure of
the secondary micelles is the same for the two bile ions studied, the mecha-
nism of their formation with increasing concentrations is different. Namely,
in the case of deoxycholate the elemental structural units of the aggregates
are clearly the small primary hydrophobically bound micelles, which can be
linked together by hydrogen bonds at high enough concentrations. On the
other hand, in the sodium cholate systems the role of the primary hydrophobic
and hydrogen-bonded aggregates is symmetric, and the structure of the large
secondary micelles equally can be described as the small H-bonded aggregates
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(dimers) are linked together by participating in hydrophobically bound mi-
celles. The analysis of the pair correlation functions and size distributions
of the purely hydrophobic and purely hydrogen-bonded clusters has revealed
that the structure of these elemental H-bonded and P-bonded aggregates is
essentially the same in the low and high concentration systems, and hence it
is independent of whether these elemental clusters are isolated or belong to a
large secondary micelle. The model of Small is thus verified to be valid only in
the case of deoxycholate, and our simulation data show a high sensitivity of the
aggregation pattern to the details of the molecular structure of the participat-
ing amphiphils, suggesting that great care is needed in using such aggregation
models.
Our study has also revealed that the observed differences in the aggrega-
tion behaviour of the cholate and deoxycholate ions originate in their different
hydrogen-bonding abilities, and ultimately in the fact that, due to the lack of
the OH group in position D, the deoxycholate ions can be characterized only
by a hydrophilic edge (along the chain connecting the C5, C15, and C26 carbon
atoms; see Figure 4.2) rather than a hydrophobic face.
We have also analysed the shape of various different (i.e., hydrogen-bonded
or hydrophobic) primary micelles and large secondary micelles of cholate and
deoxycholate ions. It is found that the unusual arrangement of the hydrophobic
and hydrophilic groups leads to unusual micellar shapes. This effect is partic-
ularly evident in the case of the cholate ions, characterized by a hydrophobic
and a hydrophilic face of a quasi-planar ring system. This molecular structure
leads to flat, disklike or oblate shaped aggregates, for which the largest princi-
pal moment of inertia is about the double of the other two. The deoxycholate
ions tend to form more spherical primary aggregates, irrespective of whether
these aggregates are kept together by hydrogen bonds or hydrophobic interac-
tions. The reason for this aggregate shape originates again in the fact that the
tetracyclic quasi-planar ring system of the deoxycholate ion is characterized
by a hydrophilic edge rather than a hydrophilic face. Thus, face-to-face-type
arrangements of the deoxycholate ions are far less dominant than those of the
cholate ions; the deoxycholate micelles are organized according to the arrange-
ment of the hydrophilic edges of the ions, which can result in quasi-spherical
aggregate shapes. These aggregates are predominantly of hydrophobic origin.
This type of arrangement of several deoxycholate ions can lead to the occur-
rence of micelles having a large hole in their middle, which can be filled by
incorporating an extra deoxycholate ion. This self-solubilization ability of the
deoxycholate ions can be of great importance in their primary biological role,
since such aggregates keep the space where fat-soluble target solubilizate mole-
cules can be readily incorporated by simply exchanging with the self-solubilized
deoxycholate ion.
Finally, the large secondary micelles exhibit a large variety of shapes, in-
cluding rather irregular shapes, as well. This behaviour can be understood by
considering the fact that they are kept together by the simultaneous action of
two markedly different interactions. Thus, these secondary aggregates can be
regarded as assemblies of small, spherical or slightly aspherical oblate shaped
elemental objects (primary micelles) that are linked together, forming complex
objects (secondary micelles) of various shapes.
To our knowledge, our study is the first when counterion binding by micelles
is investigated by means of atomistic computer simulation. Thus, the conclu-
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sions of the present study go beyond the results obtained for the particular sys-
tems studied, and concern also some general features of this phenomenon. In
particular, we demonstrated that computer simulation investigations can help
in resolving the apparent contradiction between existing experimental data on
counterion binding. Namely, the results of the present work clearly pointed
out that in several experiments the counterions that are forming contact pairs
with an oppositely charged group or atom of a micelle behave differently from
the other counterions, and hence only these contact counterions are seen as
being bound to the micelles. On the other hand, in some other experiments,
counterions that are solvent-separated from the micelles behave similarly to
the contact ones, but differently from the other, free counterions, and therefore
these solvent-separated counterions are also seen as bound ones. Obviously, it
cannot be inferred from the results of one single computer simulation study
which are the experimental methods that belong to the first and which are
the ones that belong to the second group. Such a distinction can only be
made by carefully considering the physical background underlying the differ-
ent experimental techniques, and also the actual physical situation under which
the various experiments are carried out. In principle, even the same experi-
mental technique might detect these two different groups of counterions (i.e.,
only the contact ones or the contact and solvent-separated ones together) as
bound ones under different physical conditions. Nevertheless, the results of the
present study suggest that freezing point depression measurements probably
yield the degree of counterion binding concerning solely the contact counteri-
ons, whereas solvent separated counterions can also be detected as bound ones
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